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Chapter 1
HSCT Aircraft Emissions Data*
Estimates are given for the emissions from a proposed High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT).
This advanced technology supersonic aircraft would fly in the lower stratosphere at a speed in the
range of roughly Mach 1.6 to Mach 3.2 (470 to 950 m/sec or 920 to 1850 knots). Because it ,,ould
fly in the stratosphere at an altitude in the range of 15 to 23 km commensurate with its design
speed, the potential exists for its exhaust effluents to perturb the chemical balance in the upper
atmosphere. The first step in beginning to determine the nature and magnitude of any chemical
changes in the atmosphere due to these proposed aircraft is to identify and quantify the chemically
-"important species they emit.
This chapter summarizes relevant earlier work dating back to the Climatic Impact Assessment
Program (CiAP) studies of the early i970's and current propulsion research efforts at NASA and
at its High Speed Research Program (HSRP) contractors' laboratories. Recent work funded by
HSRP is providing estimates of the chemical composition of an HSCT's exhaust and these emission
indices (EIs) are presented. Other aircraft emissions that are not due to combustion processes are
also summarized and these emissions are found to be much smaller than the exhaust emissions. It is
anticipated that future advances in propulsion technology, in experimental measurement techniques,
and in understanding of upper atmospheric chemistry may affect these estimates of the amounts of
traceexhaust species or their relative importance,and revisions are expected to become necessary
in the future.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The upper atmosphere has been perturbed by anthropogenic chemicals. Most notable of these
are the chiorofluorocarbons (CFCS),-which--_e'irhpiicated in the depletion of stratospheric ozone
and the creation of the Antarctic ozone hole. Because of the variety of technical advantages
they offered, these chemically inert species were developed for industrial processes and consumer
products before it was realized that they were photo-chemically reactive in the upper atmosphere.
While an understanding of the detailed chemical balance and how it is affected by perturbations
due to pollutants is still being developed, it is with an awareness of actual anthropogenic effects on
the stratosphere that the exhaust emissions from the proposed HSCTs are being analyzed.
The exhaust species under most scrutiny at present are the oxides of nitrogen, NO and NO2,
collectively denoted NO,,. The potential for catalytic destruction of ozone by exhaust NO, in the
stratosphere was recognized _ in the early 1970's when the U.S. supersonic transport (SST) was
being studied. The Climatic Impact Assessment Program (CIAP) was undertaken to consolidate
and extend existing knowledge of the chemistry, physics, and technology of supersonic flight in the
stratosphere and the effects of the consequential exhaust emissions. The results and conclusions of
that program are summarized in its proceedings 2-_ and monographs 6-11. The state of knowledge
and technology on the present subject of aircraft emissions as of 1975 is represented in the Second
Monograph 7 on 'Propulsion Effluents in the Stratosphere'.
* This chapter also is published as Chapter 2 of NASA Reference Publication 1272, "The Atmospheric Effects
of Stratospheric Aircraft: A First Program Report"
Aircraft propulsion technology has advanced in the intervening years such that the reasons the
U.S. SST was not considered viable can now be addressed with technical improvements 12-14. The
evolution of such technically improved engSnes has actually made NOx reduction more difficult
as the combustor pressure and temperatures have risen to improve propulsion efficiency. Yet
reduction of NO,, levels below that achieved with SST-era technology appears to be necessary
to avoid large stratospheric ozone depletion, in order to do this, combustors must be improved,
requiring the results from current research aimed at controlling local temperatures and equivalence
ratios throughout the combustion process. A pivotal question concerns the quantitative effects on
the atmosphere of the reduced levels of exhaust trace species emitted from the advanced technology
propulsion systems that would power the proposed HSCT.
The understanding-of stratospheric chemistry and transport has also made enormous strides.
The role of heterogeneous chemistry, in particular, was not apparent when commercial stratospheric
flight was last considered. An awareness of chemistry on the surface of condensed water and]or
condensed aqueous solutions has grown out of the need to understand the Antarctic ozone hole.
Now this heterogeneous chemistry must be accounted for in the global stratospheric chemical
balance, but also must be assessed for a possible role in the wake of stratospheric aircraft. In the
aircraft wake, the locally high (relative to ambient concentrations) trace species concentrations
may encounter condensed water in the condensation (contrails) in the exhaust behind the aircraft.
Additional data concerning condensation nuclei (CN)0em!tted by the aircraft are needed to
underSiand the possible role of heterogeneous chemistry, both globally and in the wake. These CN
are essential for the formation of contrails and their number density affects the contrail particle sizes
and number densities. The chemical nature of the CN surfaces control their ability to condense
water, newly formed soot typically having a small fraction of its number density as active CN.
CN in the form of ambient condensed sulfate particles, exhaust carbonaceous soot particles, and
possibly other exhaust particulates are necessary to initiate the condensation process that can occur
under some conditions in the proposed stratospheric flight paths. Measurements of CN number
densities and knowledge of their COndensation properties are necessary to predict dropiet iifetimes
and settling distances and thus their role in wake chemistry and transport and in global stratospheric
aerosol loading.
Once a condensed surface is present, additional chemical species must be accounted for, and
add iti0nal chem!calreactions occurringgnthe condensed phase/vaP9rintefface must be introduced
in the overal ! chemical balance. HN03 _d N205 fo_e6by_her reactions 0 f NO,,, have been
shown to figure prominently in the heterogeneous chemistry occurring in polar stratospheric clouds
(PSCs) that drives the Antarctic ozone hole. These species could also react with aerosols in the
contrail if and when concentrations of species and particles are sufficiently high for long enough
times.
The list of chemically relevant exhaust species now goes beyond the major combustion products
of CO2 and H20 and the trace species NOx. A fuller set of 'odd-nitrogen' compounds termed
NOy, including NO,,, NO3, N205, HNO3, and (although not an exhaust species) C1ONO2, must
be considered as aerosol-active species, as well as SO2 and soot particles. The total unburned
hydrocarbons (THC) and CO in the exhaust represent combustion inefficiencies and play a role in
important stratospheric HO,, (OH, HO2) chemistry.
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. The measurement techniques used to measure these species will be discussed in the next section
followed by a brief summary of how engine emissions are being projected for the next generation of
!ow NDx, sustained supersonic propulsion s_ystem s. The projected .....estimates will be discussed in a
following section and compared with past measurements on related, predecessor engines. Finally,
a set of estimates for emissions from the aircraft that are not due to the propulsion system _ ill be
reviewed.
MEASUREMENT APPROACHES
Quantitative measurements of exhaust emissions are carried out only in ground-based f ,:ilities.
in fact, 'emissions have rarely been measured during aircraft flight, and only qualitatiw results
were obtained 15-17. Ground-based measurements of entire engines must be performed in a test
facility that can reproduce ambient conditions, including pressure and temperature, if quantities
appropriate to high altitude flight are to be measured. Such tests are exceedingly expensive is
and require considerable preparation and support, so there is strong motivation to perform simpler
measurements on components of the engine separately in smaller laboratory based facilities.
Primarily, these simpler measurements consist of reproducing the flow conditions in a trial
combustor or a simplified version of one and making measurements at its exit. The flow into
and out of the combustor can be calculated reliably for a chosen engine cycle. The more benign
conditions encountered during laboratory component testing increase the accuracy of individual
measurements.
Most gaseous species are measured using continuous sampling probes that take a small flow of
the exhaust gases from the component to the measurement instrument, controlling the temperature
and flow velocity, and thus the delay t6me_s_ement. The Species currently being measured
routinely include CO2, H20, CO, NO, NO2, S-O_,_d}he total unburned hydrocarbons (THC) 19-_-°,
both as an undifferentiated sum of total C as well as individual hydrocarbon species in more
detailed batch sampling studies 21-23. Batch samples are analyzed using gas chromatography
and/or mass spectroscopy to quantify the various hydrocarbon species present, as well as H2, 02,
N2, CO, and CO2. Particulates in the form of carbonaceous soot have been a concern for decades;
originally attempts were directed toward reducing the visible smoke leaving with the exhaust.
These particulate emissions have typically been reported as an SAE 'smoke number' (SN) 2° that
c_ berelated tO total particulate mass fairly reliably 2a but, when particle size distributions, number
densities, and CN-activity are needed,this measurement approach is not adequate. More detailed
sizing measurements have been performed 25, but are not routine.
Chemiluminescence detectors have been used to measure NO as well as NOx. For NO,:
measurements, the NO2 fraction of the NO,, is first converted to NO and the chemiluminescence
generated when the net NO reacts with ozone is quantified 19. NO2 is determined from the difference
between an NO measurement and the corresponding NOx measurement. NOx measurements have
conventionally been reported as the total mass of NO2 plus the mass equivalent of NO ox tized
to NO2. Thus NOx is conventionally i:e156rte-dasthe NO2 gram equivalent of the total mea .1red
species _9,26, independent of the oxidation state (even though it is typically mostly NO near the
exit of gas turbine engines). This convention, unfortunately, has not always been stated explicitly,
generating some confusion in interpretingthese numbers in the broader community. In this chapter,
NO, NO2, and NO,, emissions will all be reported as gram equivalents of NO2. Generally, other
NOy species (e.g. HNO3 ) have not been measured to determine if significant levels are present.
3
While chemiluminescentNOxrneasurernentshai/ebeefi andcontinuetObe theStandardNOx
measurementtechnique,ultravioletabsorptionmeasurementsof NO weremadeaspartof theCIAP
program2r. A largediscrep_c_was observedbetweenNO measuredusingabsorptionandNOx
quantifiedby collectingexhaustwith a relativelycrudeprobeandanalyzingit with a chernilumi-
nescentinstrument;theUV absorptionbeingupto4-5 timeslargerthanthechemiluminescentNOx
measurement2a.Thisdiscrepancywaslargestin hightemperatureandhighvelocityflows suchas
wouldbeencounteredin thesupersonicexhaustfrom anyHSCTengine. Improvementsin probe
designandline-of-sight measurementmethodsmayallow thesedifferencesto beresolved,but a
quotablereferencestudyaddressingthediscrepanciesbetweenopticalandsamplingmeasurements
appearsto be lacking. Given theneedfor accurateandreliableemissionsestimatesrequiredfor
modelingthe stratosphericimpactof thesevehicles,thesedifferencesmustbeunderstoodandan
optimalmeasurementstrategyadopted.
Flameionizationhasbeenusedto quantifythetotalunburnedhydrocarbons(THC),whilenon-
dispersiveinfraredtechniquesareusedto measureCO, CO2,andwater vapor19.SOeis directly
relatedto thesulfur contentof thefuelandthusis notcontrolledbycombustordesign.WhenSO2
is measured,a n0n-_spers!veu!gaYiqlettechnique!scmp!0Yed. The SAESN is measuredfor
particulatesemissionsbycollectingparticlesasa knownvolumeexhaustsampleis drawnthrough
afilter andquantifying thechangein thefilter's reflectance2° .
Radicalspecies,particularlyOH, may bechemicallyactive in theexhaustleavingtheengine
nozzle.Althoughit isnotoneof thestandardexhaustspeciesusuallyreported,superequilibriumOH
concentrationsweremeasuredin theexhaustof a turbojetfor supersonicflight conditionsduring
CiAP2r. The observ_ed _supereqmqi_briumratio was large (>I_ in non-afterburningoperation,
whilenearunity for afterburningcases.ThusOHconcentrationsandchemicaleffectsareexpected
to bedependenton engineconfigurationand cycles(duct-burningversusturbofan/turbojet). If
an importantrole in exhaustchemicalprocessingof NOy and CN is estabiished,somereliable
measurementof OH wouldbenecessary.
Themeasurementof a s_ies in theexhaustflow d_te_ines its local concentrationor mass
fraction,butwith thev_ety of cornbust0rdesigns,enginecyclesmd bypassratiosbeingconsidered
for theseengines,differen!_ounts of air endup in theexhaustfor a givenfuel flow rate. It has
beenconvenientto normalizetheemissionrate,ona massbasis,of a given speciesby themass
flow rateof fuel. Thusanemissionindex(EI X) is definedas
EI(y)X = (g/s species X)(kg/s fuel)
=
Emissions expressed as volume fractions require conversion using species molecular masses!9
in order to arrive at an EI. For nearly complete combustion, calculation of an emission index
effectively normalizes by the rate of enthalpy addition to the air as it passes through the engine.
The preceding subscript (Y) is not a standard notation but will be used in this chapter to
indicate that the emission index of species X is being reported as the mass equivalent of species Y.
This n0tation reso-lves any pOsSibieb._biguiifes associated with reportlng--N6xEIS and aiiows the
reporting convention in te_s of NO2 to beexplididyindicated. THC is also a mixture 0fcompounds
and its EIs are reported in terms of CH2, CHc, (where o_ is the fuel atomic hydrogen/carbon ratio) 19,
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or CH4 - the latter will be used here. A missing preceding subscript for a pure species will be
taken to mean that its EI is in terms of its own mass, i.e. Y is identical to X. Clearly, EIs can only
be meaningfully summed if the subscripts match.
It is worth emphasizing that the normalization used in defining the EI does not account for
propulsion efficiency and so does not represent the best overall reduction of net emissions from
_an_engine.:F0i:ihstanCe, if a p_cuiar sch-6i-h6_i-educed Ei(No2)NOX by 10% but required 15%
greater overall fuel flow rate to achieve the same thrust, there would be a penalty due to both poorer
fuelconsurnption and greater emissions. The Environmental Protection Agency Parameter (EPAP)
for landing-takeoff cycle conditions 29 represents a means of including the propulsion performance
in the emissions estimation method. A similar approach could be used to compare engines in
supersonic cruise operation for HSCT stratospheric impact assessment.
Further, the total performance of the aircraft is not being considered- the most likely relationship
being a greater aircraft weight resulting from emission reduction procedures _2-_4. Greater aircraft
weight translates into more fuel burned and thus an increase in net emissions for a given EI. Thus,
the net emissions from an HSCT will depend on the total aircraft design, not simply on an EI.
On the other hand, combustor design will be optimized by lowering the important EIs and, since
improved combustor design will lower NOx emissions for any given propulsion system or airframe
configuration, lowering EIs is a key factor in improving the overall emissions performance of an
aircraft.
NOx ESTIMATION METHODS
Extensive NOx emissions measurements have been performed over the years on many existing
engines and engine compon_lSe-_-Iopiiierit work is proceeding towards a 'low NOx' HSCT
combustor, but a complete prototype engine is still a long way from the test cells. Estimates
for the expected emission performance of a given design are calculated by using semi-empirical
correlations that have been developed and refined throughout the past emission measurement
programs. These correlations account for the experimentally observed pressure and temperature
dependences of the net NOx emission for a given combustor. Insofar as changes in combustor
design do not alter the overall chemicalkinetics, the correlations can be used to guide the combustor
developmentefforts. _................
The essentially square'root dependence of EI(No2)NOx on combustor pressure and the expo-
nential dependence on combustor inlet temperature were used in correlations for CIAP work and
current correlations have evolved from them. Over the range of combustor designs measured to
date, these dependencies have been demonstrated to fit the observed data well, with a single mul-
tiplicative coefficien t reflectinga _ven C0mbustor's overall emission performance. For example,
GE Aircraft Engines uses a correlation:
- P3 -, 0.4
EI(No,) NOx = 0-0986 [ 1--h-_m J exP(19_.4 K ,o )53.2g H20/kg dry air (2)
for their 'dual annular' low NO,, combustor for the NASA ECCP 3° clean combustor program.
In the correlation, p3 is the combustor inlet pressure, and 7'3 is the combustor inlet temperature.
The effect of ambient humidity, H0 in grams of water per kilogram dry air, is to reduce NOx
production but at the low humidity levels encountered in the stratosphere, this correction will be
5
negligible. GEAE's previous combust0rs used in the CF6 series engines are also approximated by
this correlation with the multiplicative constant (0.0986) increased by 25% and a constant value
of 2.2 added to the entire expression for the CF6-80C, and a 35% increase and 1.7 added for the
CF6-50C.
The coefficient of GEAE's correlation is affected by the specific combustor design, including
the residence time that a parcel of reacting fluid remains within-th-e-combustor. This particular effect
is included parametrically in the correlations of Pratt and Whitney and NASA by referencing a
representative combustor velocity. These two correlations are the same except that NASA's does not
correct F6i"_v_ter v_ip0reffects andboth include a reciprocal reference velocity, Vref, dependence
appropriate to the combustor flow and a dependence on T4, the combustor exit temperature,
reflecting the temperature rise due to combustion heat release.
0, .0 )EI(No,)NOx ,_ P3 T4ex p (P&W) (3)V,ef 288 K 53.2g H20/kg dry air
( )EI(No2)NOx P3 7"4exp"_ V_ef 2_ K
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_: The general functional dependence of these correlations is shown in the figure below, where
EI(No2)NOx is plotted using the GEAE correlation for pressures from 10 to 14 atmospheres and
temperatures between 770 K and 1000 K. Pratt and Whitney's and NASA's correlations have a
similar functional form for reasonable values of T4, allowing for the combustion heat release and
overall equivalence ratio. For T4 ,-., T3 + 1100 K, a multiplicative constant can be chosen for
theP&_W/NASA correlation so that the temperature and pressure dependences agree with the GE
correlation within 5-10%.
For estimating EI(No_)NOx for the Lean, Premixed, Prevaporized (LPP) combustor, GEAE
uses the correlation3':
T_di aEI(No_)NO x = t,-es ezp -- 72.28 + 2.8 0.5
Tadia "_
3-s.02/ ' (5)
where t,-e_ is the combustor residence time in ms and Tadia is the adiabatic flame temperature in
Kelvins.
These correlations are used to estimate the emissions performance of a combustor for conditions
that have yet to be tested. Indeed, the most promising candidate NOx reduction schemes have not
yet been tested at the conditions expected in HSCT combustors. Promising experiments 32 indicate
that advanced combustor concepts may achieve significant reductions at pa, T3 appropriate to
HSCT engine cycles. However this indication is based on experiments at less severe operating
conditions extrapolated to the desired pa, Ta. Future experiments will clarify the performance on
this combustor approach at the anticipated HSCT conditions and further test the correlations for an
as yet uncalibrated technology.
EMISSION INDICES
Emission indices were measured for several engines intended for supersonic flight during the
1970's ls,33,34. The results of some measurements from this time period are tabulated below.
Included are measurements of the one supersonic civilian transport that has operated commercially,
the Olympus engine of the Concorde airplane. An important distinction must be made in comparing
these emission indices to those calculated for the proposed HSCT engine. The increased propulsion
efficiency inherent in the designs for the HSCT dictate higher combustor inlet temperatures (and
pressures) than were used in the 1970's engines. The NOx produced at these more severe conditions
would be much higher than that measured in these earlier engines if the same combustor technology
was used. Substantial improvements in the combustor design; improving the mixing, controlling
the local equivalence ratio, and minimizing the residence time; are required to decrease the NO,,
emissions relative to these engines while simultaneously maintaining the higher operating pressure
ratios, and thus combustor inlet temperatures, necessary for the required cycle efficiency.
Also in the table included are emissions measurements for two afterburning military turbojet
engines 1s,3a,34. The measurements for the J58 engines were in preparation for the YF-12 in-flight
NOx field measurements. The study of these engines demonstrated trends of EIs versus altitude,
fuel-air ratio, Mach number, and the presence or absence of afterburning for a specific engine. The
optimized design of an engine designed to fly within a narrow range of flight conditions may not
necessarily reflect all of these trends, however.
7
While it is significant that EI(No,)NOx was reduced by a factor 0f ,.o 2 during afterbuming
operation, this cannot be employed as a reduction method for HSCT propulsion. The reduction
is due to-t-h-e-_-terburning fuelbeing co--6-n-_m-ec_at ldwerpr_-sgure-ffnff t_ifiperature after expansion
through_the turbi-ne_bm this is Coupied to increased Ei:CO, El THC, and, _m0s(n0tably, substantial
increases in specific fuel consumption and possibly more total NOx produced. Increases in spe-
cific fuel consumption, in particular, could not be tolerated for sustained supersonic cruise in an
economically viable commercial aircraft.
TABLE t=
Measured 1970's Supersonic Engine Emission Indices
Species Olympus 59318 YJ93-GE-3 is J5833,a4
CO 1.4 - 4.6 3.4 - 38.7 1 - 120
17 - 20 1.81 - 12.03 2 - 20
...... (NO_) NO×
(NO2) NO
NO2
16- 19
0.2- 1.3
1.83- 10.69
(CH4) THC ....... 0.03 - 0.8_ ........ 0.03 - 12
Pratt and Whitney's calculated emissions performance for their proposed Turbine Bypass
Engine (TBE) 35 is included in Table 2. General emissions levels are given, but engine Cycles have
been optimized to different degrees for each case so, for example, the fact that EI(No_)NOx is
slightly greater for Mach 2.4 should not necessarily be construed as greater NO,, emissions for that
case. The changes in CO2 and H20 emissions at Math 3.2relative to the lower speeds are due
to a fuel change. The higher velocity flight conditions require a different fuel (JP-7 instead of the
more commonly used Jet A) with a higher thermal stability and a concomitant increase in the H/C
and H20/CO2 ratios. The soot/particulate EI is calculated from the SAESmoke Number, which is
a quantitative measure of particulate emissions but is not directly based on the emitted particulate
mass 2o. .......
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TABLE 2
Pratt and Whitney Estimates for Engine Emission Indices z5
Species Mach 1.6 Mach 2.4 Mach 3.2
18.3 km 19.8 km 21.3 km
CO2 .... 3165.5 3165.5 3117
H20 1233
CO 1.1
5.3(No_)NO×
(NO2) NO
NO2
4.5
0.8
1233 1350
1.3 1.9
6.4 5.1
5.4
1.0
4.3
0.8
SO2 1.0 1.0 1.0
soot/particulates 0.02 0.02 0.02
(CH4)THC 0.I 0.I 0.2
SAE Smoke Number 18.4 19.7 14.0
Fuel Jet A Jet A JP-7
The calculated emissions performance of GE Aircraft Engines' Variable Cycle Engine 36 (VCE)
is quantified in Table 3. The NOx emissions were based on the correlation of eqn. 5.
TABLE 3
GE Aircraft Engines Estimates for Engine Emission Indices a_
Species
col
H_O
CO
(No_)NOx
(No_)NO
NO2
Mach 2.4
16.8 km
(CH4) THC
3156
1240
<5
5.7
5.1
0.6
Mach 3.2
21.3 km
3135
1290
<6
7.0
6.3
0.7
SO2 1.2 1.2
soot/particulates - -
<0.1 <0.1
m
= =
w
SAE Smoke Number << 1 << 1
Fuel Jet A JP-7
MTU Motoren- und Turbinen-Union in Munich Germany estimates emissions performance of
HSCT engines 37 for both existing technology and expected future technology as indicated in Table
4.
m
9
JTABLE 4
MTU Estimates for Engine Emission Indices ar
Species Mach 2
14.8 - 18.2 km
Mach 3
19.9 - 23.6 km
Advanced Proven Technology
CO
(No_}NO×
(CH4) THC
4.0
26 - 21
0.4
4.0
19- 15
0.4
m
tl
!
J
Future Technology (15 to 20 years)
CO
(No_)NOx
(CH4) THC
2.6 2.6
11 -9 8-7
0.3 0.3
In CIAP, consensus predictions were formulated 3s for exhaust emissions for anticipated emis-
sion reduction technologies to be used in the SST program. Those predictions were for technological
development that was never pursued to the demonstration of its potential. However, they serve as
a point of reference for current predictions andar 2 included in Table 5. The last column in Table 5
gives the range of emission indices being considered for preliminary assessments.
TABLE 5
1
I
J
I
I
!
D
i
Estimates for HSCT EIs in the Stratosphere
Species
C02
H20
CO
(No2)NO×
<No_)NO
SOs
soot/particulates
(CH4) THC
CIAP
Turbojet38
3
3-14
0.02
CIAP
Duct-burning 3s
15 - 30
3-12
0.02
HSRP/AESA
Current Range
3120- 3170
1230- 1350
1.1 -6
5- 50t
4-45t
0-1
I
0.1 - 0.5 3 - 10 <0.1 - 0.2
]-The upper value represents existingproven technology that is not likely to be used
in its current form in a future HSCT aircraft.
The range of CO2, and H_O emissions are purely a function of fuel composition - Changes
in these emissions are related to changes in fuel composition that increase its thermal stability as
becomes necessary around Mach 3. SO2 is also a function of the fuel itself - all the fuel sulfur
is emitted as SO2. CO and THC emission estimates will have a broad range as long as both duct
burning and unaugmented turbojet or low-bypass turbofan options are being considered, but are
nonetheless bounded by fuel consumption constraints for an economically viable vehicle.
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NOx emissions have the greatest range, as well as the greatest possibilities for control within
the operational envelope that an HSC_ will function. The upper limit is conservative, in the sense
that it uses an estimate made with the GE correlation for the GEAE/NASA ECCP combustor
for which measurements have been madel The low value of 5 is not a firm prediction of future
technology, but rather an HSRP goal. These low values make use of extrapolations employing the
correlations and basic laboratory data, sometimes using gaseous fuel experiments 31, to estimate
_the best performance foreseeable at this time. It is hoped that, in the course of the current HSRP
effort, these ranges in particular can be narrowed.
.. AIRFRAME EMISSIONS
The exhaust from the engines is the largest quantity of material left in the flight path by an
airplane. However, the exhaust species that are directly involved in ozone chemistry are trace
species. Because they comprise a small fraction of the total exhaust mass, the relative amounts of
other minor emissions from the proposed HSCT need to be quantified to evaluate their potential
contribution to the total aircraft emissions. These additional airframe emissions, as distinguished
from the engine emissions contained in the exhaust, originate from 1) aircraft systems involved in
controlling or supporting flight operations and 2) passenger systems providing services onboard.
Estimates for these two classes of emissions for an HSCT will be made in the following subsections.
The various fluids carried on the aircraft could potentially leak from the vehicle and find their
way into the atmosphere, in making the folIowing estimates, some worst-case assumptions will be
made by assuming that an estimate for a fluid loss corresponds to an emission into the stratosphere.
In fact, lost fluid could remain primarily wi_!n the aircraft, and that which escapes may do so when
the plane is on the ground or during takeoff, landing, or while passing through the troposphere. The
emissions escaping the vehicle at high altitude cruise could settle out of the stratosphere without
vaporizing at the low temperatures (200-250 K) encountered. The estimates given are intended
to provide a crude upper bound for the quantities of these species that might be released in the
stratosphere. If any of these estimates suggest that an airframe emission species is important to
stratospheric chemistry, more refined quantitation would be required to model its effects.
Since the exhaust emissions are reported as emission indices (EIs) in grams of emitted species
per kilogram fuel burned, a comparison of those exhaust EIs and the aircraft emissions requires a
correspondence relating these two quantifies. Aircraft emissions are not caused by the consumption
of fuel in any direct sense, but rather are associated with 1) routine operation and thus flight time
or number of flights, or 2) random, unusual events with some small frequency of occurrence.
Conversion of these aircraft emissions to an equiva/ent emission index (EEI) will be made by
using an estimate of the fuel burn rate appropriate for the generalized design of a Mach 2.4 HSCT
aircraft and making the conversion from time to fuel mass.
Aircraft Systems
All the mechanical and electrical systems needed to control an HSCT in flight have not
yet been designed in detail, so the amounts of materials carried onboard or used during operation
cannot be specified. Corresponding quantities from existing aircraft cannot be substituted without
qualification, since particular systems can be very configuration dependent; beyond that, the HSCT
is a substantially different vehicle from a subsonic aircraft, thus its systems may differ significantly
11
from thoseaircraft for which quantitiesareavailable. On theother hand, the types of systems
needed are basically the same as those currently in use, and available information on existing
aircraft can be used to provide crude estimates of emissions due to these sources.
The most ample fluid carried is, of course, the engine fuel. The economical use of fuel is a
driving criterion in designing the aircraft, so little unburned fuel is allowed to escape the aircraft.
Fuel is dumped very occasionally if too much is being carried for a safe landing, but this is an
emergency measure carried out when approaching a landing and the aircraft is below about 2 km.
Thus, fuel is not dumped in the stratosphere. Fuel tanks may be vented during flight, releasing
some vaporized fuel, and this may be a bigger factor for a supersonic _craft with significant skin
heating than it is for subsonic aircraft, but no estimate for such vapor loss has yet been obtained.
Hydraulic fluid is used to control mechanical devices inthe aircraft, and regular maintenance
requires replenishing the hydraulic system reservoirs. Boeing 39 estimates that regular seepage or
leakage amounts to 20 gallons (70 kg) of hydraulic fluid (composed of phosphate esters) lost from
the hydraulic systems per year per airpTanel In addition, aircraft are designed with redundant
hydraulic systems to ensure control should one system fail. Failures are rare events, even so; an
estimate of an average loss rate by Boeing 39 is 1 gallon (3 kg) per year per airplane due to system
failure. (This _S based'on a i0ss-bf 6-g_ons 0f_fiUid'bnaverage _ _e-ven_ that occurs 50 times in
106 flight hours, as extracted from reliability reports for existing subsonic commercial aircraft, and
331 i flight hours per year per airplanef0r-these subsonic transports.) While it will be assumed that
these 70 kg per year per airplane (or 2 × 10 _ kg/i06 flight hours)of phosphate esters are deposited
in the stratosphere , for the low vapor pressure hydraulic fluids especially, it is not likely that this
emission could appear in the stratosphere as a chemically reactive species.
Oil is used as a lubricant for the engines, as well as some auxiliary devices; infrequently
some oil is discharged due to accidental leaks. Some oil/ai r mist may be vented from the oil
reservoir tanks_:_._some oil is consumed within the engine, as well ± some of it being burned in the
combustor, some exiting with the exhaust. The emissions due to oil consumed within the engine
would be quantified in a measurement of the total exhaust emissions and thus really represent
an engine emission indiscernible from the emissions due to fuel consumption. It is worth noting
however, that as an engine ages, changes in oil consumption may result in changes in exhaust
ern{ssions as well.
Accident_!e_ageof oil, like hy_aulicfluid, will not necessarily leave the aircraft, nor will
that which leaves necessarily remain in the stratosphere. However, as an upper bound, Boeing a9
quotes a value of 5 incidences in 106 flight hours releasing on average 20 kg of oil. This amounts
to a loss of 0.3 kg per year per aircraft of a fluid composed primarily of long chain aliphatic
hydrocarbons with trace additives of phosphate esters and metal compounds.
Other less quantifiable emissions 4_ could arise from the venting of the lead-acid and/or
nickel-cadmium batteries used for reserve power; this would result in negligible amounts of H2 and
O2 being released. (Emissions due to mists of KOH and H2SO4 electrolytes would be even smaller
and not likely to leave the aircraft.) Auxiliary power units (APUs) are small gas-turbine engines
that would not be used in cruise typically and would emit much smaller amounts of exhaust not
unlike the main engines. Windshield washer fluid is more likely to be used at lower altitudes, and
the glycol solution used is unlikely to amount to even a small fraction of the 'blue ice' emissions
12
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(see below). Finally, novel anti-icing techniques may make use of glycol solutions that would be
carried on board, although not used in the stratosphere above hazardous clouds, but emissions due
to this fluid, too, are not expected to amount to any more than the 'blue ice' fluids at stratospheric
altitudes.
Passenger Systems
A variety of systems within the airplane's cabin are devoted to serving the passe' oers on
board. Several refrigeration systems are typically available for air conditioning, refri_ ation of
food and drink in the galley, and sometimes cooling of avionics (more correctly an aircr ft system
need). Until replacement refrigerants are found, these systems will contain CFCs, and any leakage
that exits the aircraft in the stratosphere will be depositing CFCs where they are photochemically
active. Douglas 41 estimates that 0.2 kg per year per airplane is typically used to maintain a
representative aircraft's refrigerant systems.
Galley cooling and avionics cooling do not necessarily require CFC-based refrigeration
(recirculating liquids are currently employed in some situations)i so the amount of refrigerant
aboard a yet-to-be-developed airplane could be minimized, if direct deposition in the stratosphere
must be minimized. In a similar vein, fire: e_iirigUishers on current aircraft contain halons 41 - a
source of bromine and chlorine when photochemically activated in the stratosphere. Whether there
is any greater risk due to stratospheric flight with CFCs and halons (or their replacements) than
flight in the upper troposphere with existing aircraft would determine the need for replacement
or closer control of leaks and accidental release on board an HSCT. For long-lived halocarbons,
release in the lower stratosphere is not substatially different from release at the surface.
Lavatory holding tanks have received some media attention over the past several years as a
result of mishaps attributed to' blue ice' - lavatory fluid that has leaked from the holding tank due to
faulty maintenance, frozen in the cold atmosphere, and then broken free. This has caused damage
to the aircraft by being ingested in the engine or to property on the ground from impact. From the
point of view of safety, this is a major problem and efforts have been directed at totally eradicating
any possibility of leakage. As far as emissio-ns-ar_e concerned, the iow (and probably decreasing)
frequency of occurrence and the likely substantial descent before complete vaporization suggest
that lavatory fluids will not contribute to the total aircraft emissions in the stratosphere. Based on
1 incident involving 30 kg per 106 flight h0urs, Boeing 39 estimates that less than 1 cup of fluid is
lost per year per aircraft using current reliability data.
For subsonic aircraft, oxygen service is available for passengers 'in the event of sudden
loss of cabin pressure'. While this service is seldom used, some system leakage might occur
from gaseous systems 42 (used for crew and perhaps passengers for high altitude flight). Chemical
O2 generation packs 43 as used in many subsonic airplanes would only emit during use. Purity
requirements for passenger respiration units limit C1, CO, and CO2 levels to 0.1, 20, 1000 ppmv
respectively, so even if used, only oxygen with trace impurities is released. However oxygen is a
major atmospheric constituent and even a major release of gas from the emergency oxygen system
could not affect stratospheric chemistry. The substantially lower static pressures in the stratosphere
necessitate more sophisticated depressurization safety measures for HSCTs. Potential emissions
from such safety systems must be evaluated, particularly if they use fluids not already used in other
systems.
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Calculation of Equivalent Emission Indices for Airframe Emissions
To compare the amounts of these airframe emissions with those from the engine, an equiv-
alent emission index will be defined. Simply, the average emission amount in grams released in
a given flight time will be divided by the total amount of fuel used during cruise in the same time
period, i.e.
EEI X = average emission rate of X g/s (6)
fuel burn rate kg/s
Using the total of 3311 flight hours per year per aircraft for the existing subsonic aircraft (as used
above) to arrive at a mean emission rate from the subsonic reliability data and taking a fuel bum rate
of 9 kg/s as representative for Mach 2.4 flight, the emission estimates noted above can be converted
to EEIs for HSCT cruise and are listed in Table 6. Note thh(_i Similar value of 3100 stratospheric
flight hours is considered representative for HSCT flight 39 as well. Again, it is assumed that all the
lost fluids are emitted and vaporized in the stratosphere, which in many of these cases is not likely
to happen and-so=ihesequ_tities _sh6fild be ifiterpretedaS= Upper boimd estimates.:
TABLE 6 ........ : : :
Upper Bound Estimates for Airframe Emissions in the Stratosphere
Emission kg / 106 flight hours [ Equivalent Emission Index
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Aircraft Systems
lubrication oil burst
hydraulic fluid burst
i ×10 _
1 x10 3
3 x 10 -6
3 × 10 -s
hydraulic fluid leaks 2 × 10 4 5 × 10 -4
fuel dump n/at n/at
fuel vent no estimate no estimate
l
N
i
Passenger Systems
refrigerants
' blue ice'
1 ×102
30
4 x 10 -6
1 × 10 -6
m
l
t Not Applicable. Fuel is not dumped at stratospheric altitudes. Corresponding
tropospheric quantities would be 3 x 106 kg/106 flight hours, EEI = 0.139
Referring to Tables 2-4, it is apparent that the largest stratospheric airframe emission is
substantially smaller than the smallest engine emission and several orders of magnitude smaller
than NO r emissions. Recalling that the airframe emissions are upper bound estimates, it appears that
these airframe emissions can be neglected relative to those from the engine. One notable exception
might be refrigerants and gaseous fire extinguishers; if these species are highly photochemically
active, the effects of direct deposition in the stratosphere need to be assessed. If there are no highly
reactive catalytic effects of any of the other airframe emissions, it appears that their contribution
to the net aircraft emissions may be neglected.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Estimates have been provided for the emissions from a proposed HSCT in stratospheric flight.
The emissions from the aircraft are expected to be dominated by the effluents from the engine and
the emissions from the airframe are probably negligible. Current estimates for the NO:, emissions
have be:on qalculated by engine companies for the proposed engine cycles using correlations that
have been:devc]op_ over the past several decades of NO: reduction programs. These estimates
will have to be validated with future tests of components and full engines as development proceeds.
_:: MoLe complete measurements of particulate size distributions and number densities and of
aerosol-active species will be required if hcterogenous chemistry is to be accurately modeled,
both in the wake of individual airplanes and globally. New measurements of NOy speciation will
be necessary to completely catalog the 'odd-nitrogen' emissions and to resolve uncertainties in
measuring high temperature, high velocity exhaust gases with a sampling probe.
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WChapter 2 --
Plume and Vortex Regime Modeling of Mixing and Chemistry*
SUMMARY-
The environmental perturbations caused by the exhaust of a High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT)
depend on the deposition altitude and the amount and composition of the emissions. The chemical
evolution and the mixing and vortical motion of the exhaust need to be analyzed to track the exhaust
and its speciatio n as the emissions are mixed to atmospheric scales. Elements of an analytic model
of the wake dynamical processes are being developedto account for the roll-up of the trailing
vorticity, its breakup due to the Crow instability, and the subsequent evolution and motion of
the reconnected vorticity. The concentrated vorticity is observed to wrap up the buoyant exhaust
and suppress its continued mixing and dilution. The chemical kinetics of the important pollutant
species will be followed throughout the plume and wake. Initial plume mixing and chemistry
are calculated using an existing plume model (SPF - Standard Plume Flowfield) with additional
H/C/O, OH/SO2, and NOy chemistry and equilibrium H20 condensation included. The species
tracked include those that could be heterogeneously reactive on the surfaces of the condensed solid
water (ice) particles when condensation occurs and those capable of reacting with exhaust soot
particle surfaces to form active contrail and/or cloud condensation nuclei (ccn).
INTRODUCTION
The Anglo-French Concorde has shown that commercial supersonic air transportation is fea-
sible. However, since it began commercial operations in the mid-1970s, the Concorde has served
a low-volume, premium-fare market with its dozen-plus fleet. Technological advances in the in-
tervening years have created the potential for a large fleet of more economical High Speed Civil
Transports (HSCTs) that could serve a large commercial market, 1'2 including trans-Atlantic and
Pacific Rim routes in particular. With this possible development, attention has refocused 3 on the
environmental impact of a much larger fleet of airplanes operating i_a a flight regime close to that
of the Concorde.
The potential effects of these aircraft on the chemical balance in the stratosphere--and on
stratospheric ozone levels in particular--are a primary environmental concern. Atmospheric
modelers 4,5 have already begun to make estimates of the effects of the exhaust effluents of HSC_s
on stratospheric chemistry. In doing so, a range of estimated emissions from the as-yet-undeveloped
HSCT engines are deposited directly at representative altitudes and latitudes in their models. It is
the purpose of the present study to provide initial estimates of chemical and physical changes that
may occur between the exhaust leaving the engine and its deposition as a quiescent air mass in the
stratosphere.
The exhaust from the large engines propelling a 250 + passenger supersonic airplane will
be introduced into the ambient surroundings as a supersonic coflowing jet. Recent studies of
supersonic mixing 6'r indicate that supersonic convective Mach numbers suppress mixing in free
shear layers, an effect that will need to be accounted for in following the initial exhaust dilution.
As this initial dilution is occurring, the vortex sheet shed by the lifting surfaces of the airplane is
* This chapter has been presented as AIAA paper 91-3158 at the Aircraft Design and Systems Meeting, 23-25
September 1991, Baltimore, MD. Also accepted for publication in J. Aircraft.
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rolling up and being concentrated in a trailing vortex pair by mutual induction of the distributed
vorticity. This vorticity field will begin to affect the diluting exhaust stream and will subject the
exhaust to local conditions that are sufficiently different from ambient that significant changes in
stratospheric exhaust deposition could result. The vorticity field behind a highly loaded supersonic
aircraft configuration can differ dramatically from that of typical subsonic transports.
In the Climatic Impact Assessment Program of the early 1970s, a related study s was performed
using contrail data collected under that pr0gr_ and then-current understanding of chemistry,
condensation physics, and vortex wake development. Just as supersonic flight technology has
made great bounds since that time, revolutionary advances have recently been made in atmospheric
chemistry. Great strides in the understanding of the stability and development of vortex wakes
were being made concurrently with the CIAP program and continued since then and were not fully
incorporated into that early study. Thus, wh_ie not starting completely anew, the present study
represents a significant departure from the CIAP study and will provide a more comprehensive
assessment of the chemistry and fluid physics occurring in the vortex wake.
The elements of an analytic model of these processes must include the dynamics of the vortex
wake, from roll-up to breakup and dissipation; its interaction with the diluting hot exhaust; the gas-
phase exhaust species chemistry; the heterogeneous chemistry occurring on condensed aerosols
and soot particles; and the condensation physics governing the creation, or lack thereof, of the
condensed aerosols needed for heterogeneous reactions. The stratospheric impact of the net result of
all these elements will be felt through their displacement of the exhaust through vortical or buoyant
transport 9 or possible sedimentary removal of reactive species, as in polar stratospheric cloud (PSC)
denitrification (and dehydration) of the polar stratosphere. 1°'11 Any major chemical repartitioning
of the exhaust species that is not washed out by subsequent photochemical conversions may
significantly affect the composition of the chemical inputs to the global models. An understanding
of the structure, motions and persistence of the vortex wake will also be necessary for any attempt
to measure the exhaust from an HSCT in flight and for evaluating the wake hazard created for
following aircraft.
The analysis reported below represents the development of these several elements of a compre-
hensive exhaust plume/wake model for supersonic aircraft in cruise conditions. Gas-phase nozzle
chemistry and plume chemistry are described in the next section and have been applied to under-
standing the engine exit plane conditions and the subsequent chemical evolution and condensation
physics in the initial exhaust mixing region using extensions of a standard aircraft "plume" code.
This chemistry will be applied in the vortex wake regime as well, as a refined model of its dynamics
is finalized. The analytical basis for the vortex wake model is presented in the following section.
The integration of these elements and requirements for further development are discussed in the
last summary section. _
_=
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TABLE 1.
Reaction List for HSCT Internal Engine Flow Model
reaction rate constant (cm3molecule-ls -1)
k = A e (-E/RT)/T N
,4, N E/R (KL
2H+M=H2+M
20+M=O2+M
H +O+ M=OH+M
OH + H + M = H20 + M
CO + O + M = CO2 +M
2OH = H20 + O
OH + H2 = H20 + H
OH+H=H2+O
OH + O = H + 02
OH + CO = CO2 + H
H+O2 + M = HO2 +M
H + HO2 = 2OH
HO2 + H = H2 + O2
HO2 + H2 = H202 + H
2OH + M = H202 + M
2HO2 = H202 + O2
H202 + OH = H20 + HO2
NO + O = O 2 + N
O+N2 =NO+N
NO+H=OH+N
NO2 + H = NO + OH
NO 2 + O = NO + O 2
N20 + O = 2NO
N20 + H = N2 + OH
NO2 + M = NO + O + M
2NO2 = 2NO + O 2
HO2 + OH = H20 + O2
HO 2 + O = OH + O2
HO2 + M = H + O2 + M
CO +02 =C02 +0
CO + HO 2 = CO2 + OH
H202 + H = H20 + OH
H202 + O = OH + HO 2
CO2 + O = CO + 02
NO2 + OH + M = HNO3 + M
1.50XI0 -29 -1.3 0.0
5,20XI0 -35 0.0 -900.0
1.30XIO -29 -I.0 0.0
6.10X10 -26 -2.0 0.0
1.70X10 -33 0.0 1510.0
3.50 XIO -16 i.4 -200.0
1.06X10 -17 2.0 1490.0
8.10X10 -21 2.8 1950.0
7.50 XIO -I0 -0.5 30.0
2.80 XIO -17 1.3 -330.0
1.77Xi0 -30 -1.0 0.0
2.80 XIO -10 0.0 440.0
1.OOXiO -!0 0.0 1070.0
5.OOXIO -11 0.0 13100.0
1.60 X 10 --33 -3.0 0.0
3.00XlO -12 0.0 0.0
2.90X10 -12 0.0 160.0
6.31 X 10 -15 1.0 20820.0
3.02X10 -10 0.0 38370.0
4.37XI0 -I0 0.0 25370.0
5.76XI0 -I0 0.0 740.0
1.66XI0 -II 0.0 300.0
1.15XI0 -10 0.0 13400.0
1.26XI0 -I0 0.0 760.0
1.82X 10 -08 0.0 33000.0
3.31X 10 -12 0.0 13500.0
-08
2.40X 10 -1.0 0.0
2.90X i0-II 0.0 -200.0
2.00 X 10 -05 -1.2 24363.0
4.20Xi0 -12 0.0 24000.0
2.59X10 -10 0.0 11900.0
4.00X10 -11 0,0 2000.0
1,60X I0 -17 2,0 2000.0
2.80 X 10 -11 0.0 26500.0
2.20 XIO -22 -3.2 0.0
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PLUME MIXING AND CHEMISTRY
=_ = Internal Engine Flow/Finite-Rate Kinetics Model
The internal flow for a hypothetical Mach 2.4 engine design was modeled under realistic engine
operating conditions using the ODK PACKAGE code 12 for reacting flows. Emphasis was given to
estimating nonequilibrium concentrations of OH and HNOa at the nozzle exit plane since emission
levels for these species are not currently being measured by propulsion laboratories and they
were expected to strongly influence subsequent heterogeneous and homogeneous exhaust plume
chemical kinetics.
The finite-rate kinetics for the internal engine flow were simulated using the reaction set
_Cbnsisting of 35 reversible reactions given in Table 1. These reactions were selected from kinetic
data bases for hydrocarbon and nitrogen combustion chemistry. The hydrocarbon combustion
reaction rate parameters were taken from a recent compilation 13 of kinetic rate data for methane
combustion. Rate parameters for the reactions describing the nitrogen combustion chemistry were
taken from the recent review by Miller and Bowman. 14
TABLE 2.
Internal Engine Flow Properties*
w
w
combustor turbine turbine mixing chamber
ecluil, equil. ODK equil. ODK
p (atm) 13.609 11.3 11.3 1.18 1.20
T (K) 2050.0 1398.0 i383.0 _ : 1045.0 _ "1049.0 _
time (s) NA 0.0033 0.0033 0.006 0.006
Mach no. NA 2.17 2.17 0.26 0.26
CO 1.20X10 -4 1.52X10 -7 2.44X10 -5 2.02X10 -11 1.07X10 -5
CO2 6.84 X 10 -2 5.94 X10 -2 5.93 X10 -2 3.22X10 -2 3.24X10 -2
H 3.26X10 -6 1.21X10 -9 1.54X10 -6 3.52X10 -14 1.49X10 -9
HNO3 3.28X10 -10 2.09X10 -11 6.24X10 -10 3.06X10 -11 4.46X10 -9
HO 2 1.61X10 -6 1.93X10 -8 6.97X10 -7 3.05X10 -10 1.04X10 -7
H2 2.84X10 -5 7.91X10 -8 7.87X10 -6 2.70X10 -11 1.07X10 -6
H20 7.61X10 -2 6.82 X 10 -2 6.61Xl0 -2 3.57 X 10 -2 3.59 X 10 -2
H202 1.90X10 -7 2.61X10 -9 1.65 X10-8......... 7.23X10-I1 2.56X10-8
=
NO 5.99X 10 -3 5.54X 10 -4 5.20 X 10 -3 4.85X10 -5 2.81X10 -3
NO 2 2.17)<10 -5 3.16 Xi0 -6 7.29 X 10 -6 1.76X 10 -6 8.72 X 10 -6
N 2 7.47 X 10 -1 7.54 X 10 -1 7.52 X 10 -1 7.66X 10 -1 7.68 X 10 -1
N20 1.08X10 -6 3.31X10 -8 7.89X10 -7 3.45X10 -9 4.30X10 -7
O 7.95X10 -5 2.76X10 -7 3.23X10 -5 2.17X10 -10 1.56X10 -7
OH 9.41X10 -4 1.93X10 -5 2.09 X10 -4 1.39 X 10 -7 4.21X10 -6
0 2 9.23X10 -2 1.11X10 -1 1.08X10 -I 1.56X10 -1 1.56X10 -1
exit plane
equil. ODK
0.042 0.042
430.0 434.0
0.0009 0.0009
2.85 2.84
5.67 X 10 TM 1.09X10 -5
3.22X10 -2 3.24 X 10 -2
0.0 6.12X10 -9
4.78 X10 -12 4.07X 10 -8
1.03 X10 -20 9.77X10 -8
4.17X10 -28 1.03 Xl0 -6
3.57 X 10 -2 3.59 X10 -2
3.66X 10 -19 2.44 X 10 -8
1.66 X 10 -11 2.81X10 -3
1.70X10 -9 8.73X10 -6
7.66 X 10 -1 7.68 X 10 -1
8.74 X 10 -16 4.30X10 -7
1.22X10 -27 1.55 X 10 -7
8.13X10 -19 3.40 X 10 -6
1.57 X10 -1 1.56 X10 -1
H
u
u
* species concentrations are in mole fraction
To simulate the internal engine flow, equilibrium calculations were first performed to determine
the chemical composition of the flow from the combustor as a function of temperature and pressure.
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VODK calculations were then performed in three stages to characterize the chemical and physical
properties of the flow through the turbine, mixing chamber and nozzle. For each stage, the
pressure and temperature at the initial and end axial points were constrained to be consistent with
representative GE engine parameters. 15 In addition, when necessary, the mixture was diluted to
account for the mixing in Of _bypass air. Nozzle exit plane species mole fractions obtained by this
method are compared against equilibrium predictions in Table 2] _
Although the one dimensional exit plume results shown in Table 2 can only approximate the
chemistry and flow dynamics of anticipated HSCT engines, they do confirm that significantly non-
equilibrium levels of CO, NO, NO2, HNO3 and OH can be anticipated at the engine nozzle exit
plane. While the engine development community has long accepted the non-equilibrium nature of
CO and NOx emissions, there has been less appreciation of the high (> ppm) levels of OH emitted
by gas turbine systems. The predictions presented here are consistent with the optical absorption
measurements performed on the YJ93-GE-3 under stratospheric cruise conditions by McGregor et
al. 16 during the CIAP program. In that study, mole fractions of exit plane OH exceeded 2 × 10 -5
and 4 × 10 -5 for cruise power settings equivalent to Mach 2.6 operation at 66 kft and Mach 2.0 at
55 kft.
HSCT Plurne Flow/Finite-Rate Chemical Kinetics Model
The standard plume flowfield code, SPF-2, lr was used to characterize the chemical and physical
properties of the combustion exhaust plume associated with an advanced high altitude supersonic
aircraft. Model simulations used GE parameters 15 for a hypothetical Mach 2.4 engine to specify
initial exhaust emission parameters and 1990 atmospheric models 18 to specify the ambient atmo-
spheric parameters. The SPF code was modified to include an initial estimate of the degree of
H20 condensation based on thermodynamic equilibrium. Initial examination of the plume chem-
istry focused on the evolution of NOx, including an evaluation of the impact of ozone oxidation
mechanisms and the percentage conversion to HNO3, as well as SO,, oxidation cycles.
Initial Conditions The species concentrations and thermodynamic properties used as
initial conditions in model simulations of the plume chemistry and mixing are given in Table
3. This includes ambient free stream conditions and the initial conditions for the exhaust at the
nozzle exit plane. Exit plane species distributions are based either on reported emission indices
(g equiv/kg fuel) or on ODK calculations for the internal engine flow. An exit plane OH mole
fraction of 1 × 10 -5 representing a rough mean between calculated ODK value shown in Table 2
and the measurements of McGregor eta/. 16 was adopted for these plume calculations. For NOx,
an emission index 19 EI(No2)NOx of 5 was used 2° assuming 10% NO2 and 90% NO on a molar
basis. Ambient free-stream conditions are given for three representative cases. These correspond
to the atmospheric conditions appropriate for January 1 and June 1 at a latitude of N47 and June
1 at N85. In all three cases, the altitude was ,-.,18 kin. Ambient conditions were obtained from
AER's 1990 atmospheric chemistry data base. is
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TABLE 3.
Initial Conditions for HSCT Plume Flowfield Model*
exhaust free stream
case 1 case 2 case 3
latitude N47 N47 N85
altitude(km) i8:4: 17.8,5 18.3
date June 15 January 1 January 1
p(atm) 0.0734 0.0712 0.0573
T (K) 5.61X 102 2.19X102 2.17 X102 2.05X102
v (ft/s) 4.30X103 2.34X103 2.32 X103 2.26 X103
CO 2.37X10 -5 1.99X10 -8...... 1.98X10 -8 1.69X10-8
c02 3.17×10-2 3.50×,0-4 3.50×10-4 3._0×10-4
n 1.00×10-7 1.43×1o-20 2.81×10-2' 00
.2 o.o _.1s×_o-7 5.19×_o-7 5.2o×_o-7
H20 3.02XI0 -2 4.20X10 -6 4.20XI0 -6 4.86XI0 -6
.02 0.0 '.02×10-'2 3.30×10-13 0.0
_2o2 o.o 3-5i×'o -12 2._1×_o-12 0.0
N2 0.779 0.790 0.790 0.790
NO 4'32X10-5 2"43xi0-!0 5.87×10 -11 0.0
NO2 4'80X10-6 8"50X10-10 4.29X10-10 0.0
O 0.0 6"06 X 10--13 3.11X10-13 0.0
OH 1'00X10-5 1.27)<10-13 2-76X10-14 0.0
02 0.159 0.210 0.210 0.210
03 0.0 2.48 X 10 -6 2.46 X 10 -6 3.02 X 10-6
HNO3 0.0 3.71X 10 -9 3.32 X10 -9 7.39 Xl0-9
NO3 0.0 1"23 X 10-12 1-71×10-12 0.0
N205 0.0 3-57 X 10-10 6.09 X10-10 0.0
SO2 6.91 X 10 -6 0.0 0.0 0.0
* species concentrations are in mole fraction
: :: : :: TABLE 4.
SPF Equilibrium H2 0 Condensation Predictions
case 1 case 2 case 3
latitude
altitude(km)
date
T(K)
p(atm)
SPF Equilibrium H20
Condensation predictions
Condensation algorithm
predictions (Ref. 21)
N47 N47 N85
18.4 17.85 18.3
:= June 15 : : January 1 January 1
219.3 216.7 205.2
0.0734 0.0712 0.0573
no no yes
never uncertain always
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H20 Condensation The SPF-2 code was modified to predict the degree of H20 con-
densation during the plume expansion as part of an initial investigation into the potential role of
heterogeneous kinetic processes in affecting plume chemistry. Condensation was treated using
the standard vapor pressure test for thermodynamic equilibrium. It was assumed that the any
condensed H20 particulates that formed would not significantly modify the flow mixing dynamics.
A summary of the SPF equilibrium H20 condensation predictions are given in Table 4 for the three
case runs described by the free stream ambient conditions in Table 3. For comparison, condensation
predictions based on Appleman's equilibrium, fully-mixed condensation algorithm 21 are also listed
in Table 4. In general, the agreement between these two approaches is good.
Plume Chemistry
The reaction set used to simulate the exhaust plume finlte-rate chemical kinetics is listed in
Table 5. Rate parameters for these reactions are based on a 1990 NASA evaluation 22 of the
chemical kinetics data for use in stratospheric modeling. The reaction set includes reactions to
describe NOx/O3 reactions and SO_ oxidation kinetics.
Representative model results are presented in Table 6 which lists the plume mole fractions
for nitrogen and sulfur oxides, nitric acid, hydroxyl radical and ozone on the plume axis at axial
points 500, 1000 and 2000 feet downstream of the nozzle exit plane. The speciation given Table
6 is based on model runs using ambient atmospheric conditions appropriate for June 15 at a N47
latitude (case 1 in Table 3). However, similar results were obtained for model runs with ambient
conditions corresponding to January 1 at the same latitude (case 2 in Table 3). The only difference
was a 1.7 increase in the mole fraction of N205.
Mole fraction ratios for NO2/NO, HNO3/NO× and SO3/SO2 are also given in Table 6 where,
in this case, NO,, corresponds to the sum of NO and NO2 mole fractions. Based on this data,
the SPF model calculations indicate that approximately 11% of the initial SO2 is oxidized to
SO3. NO is oxidized to NO2 by entrained ambient O3. NO2, in turn, is oxidized primarily by
exhaust OH. The NOJNO ratio is maintained at 0.10-0.11 while approximately 5% of the NO:,
is converted to HNO3. Previous studies by Hoshizaki et ed. s concluded that about 10-20% of the
NOx emitted is transformed to HNO3 in the jet plume region, i.e. 1-10 seconds after the exhaust
is emitted. Although this represents a significantly larger percentage conversion than predicted in
SPF-2 simulations, the discrepancy can be explained in terms of differences in the rate parameters
used. The dominant mechanism for formation of HNO3 is
10-22
NO2 + OH + M = HNO3+M, k= 2.2 x T3.----T-
In the early work of Hoshizaki et a/. 8 this reaction was treated as a simple bimolecular reaction
with a rate constant (k = 4.8 x 10 -12) orders of magnitude larger than that adopted in the 1990
NASA evaluation 22 of the best fit to experimental data over the temperature range of interest.
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Reactions List for Plume Chemistry/Mixing Model
reaction rate const ant (cm 3molecule- 1s- 1)
k = A e (-E/RT)/T N
A N E/R (K)
H+O2 + M = HO2 +M
OH+O=H+O2
OH + H2 = H20 q- H
OH + OH--- H20 + O
OH + OH + M ---- H202-k M
OH + HO2 = H2 O + 02
OH + H202 = H2 O + HO2
HO2 + O ---- OH + 02
ItO2 + H---- OH + OH
HO2 + H = H2 + 02
ttO2 + HO2 ---- H202+ 02
H202 + O = OH + HO2
N + 02 = NO + O
N + NO = N2 + O
NO+O+M--NO2 +M
NO Jr HO2 = NO2 -b OH
5.2 X 10 -28
2.2X10 -11
5.5X10 -12
4.2X10 -12
6.6X10 -29
4.8X10 -11
-122.9 X 10
-113.0X10
4.2X10 -10
4.2×10 -11
2.3X10 -13
1.4X10 -12
1.5X10 -11
3.4X10 -11
4.7X10 -28
3.7X10 -12
NO + NO3 = NO2 + NO2 i.7X10 -11
NO2 + O = NO + 02 = 6.5X10 -12
NO2 + O + M = NO3 + M 8.1×10 -27
NO2 -{- OH -{- M HNO3+ M 2.2×10 -22
NO 2 -{- NO 3 -{- M ---- N205+ M 9.9X10 -20
NO3 + O-- NO 2 + 02
O+O2 +M=O3+M
O + 03 = 02 + 02
H + 03 = OH + 02
OH + 03 -- HO2 + 02
NO + 03 --- NO2 + 02
NO2 + 03 _-- NO 3 + 02
1.0)<10 -11
3.0X10 -28
8.0X10 -12
1.4X10 -10
1.6X10 -12
2.0X10 -12
1.2X10 -13
OH + H_NO 3 = H20_ N_3" .......7._XiO -15
SO -F 02 = SO2 -k O : i.4:X10:13
so + 03 = so2+ 02 4.5×1o-12
HSO3 + O2 ---- no2 + SO3 4.0X10 -13
SO + NO2 = SO2 _r_q-o ........ :::iI4X]0 -11
SO + OH = SO2 + H ...... 8.6ki0 -11
SO2 + O + M = SO3 + M 4.0 X 10 -32
1.6 0.0
0.0 240.0
0.0 -4000.0
0.0 -480.0
0.8 0.0
0.0 500.0
0.0 -320.0
0.0 400.0
0.0 1900.0
0.0 -700.0
0.0 1200.0
0.0 -4000.0
0.0 -7200.0
0.0 0.0
1.5 0.0
0.0 480.0
0.0 300.0
0.0 240.0
2.0 0.0
3.2 0.0
4.3 0.0
0.0 0.0
2.3 0.0
0.0 -4120.0
0.0 -940.0
0.0 -1880.0
0.0 -2800.0
0.0 -4900.0
0.0 1570.0
0.0 -4550.0
0.0 -2340.0
3.3 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 -2000.0
i
i
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TABLE 6.
Plume Centerline NOx, SOx and Oxidizer Speciation
(Mach 2.4; N47; 18.4 kin; June 15)
species mole fractions
exit plane 500 ft 1000 ft 2000 ft
OH 1.0X i0 -5 1.4XI0 -7 1.4 XI0-8 1.9 XI0-9
03 0.0 2.1XI0 -6 2.4XI0 -6 2.4XI0 -6
NO 4.3X I0 -5 6.2XI0 -6 2.0 X 10 -6 9.4 X10-7
NO 2 4.8x10 -6 6.2X10 -7 2.0x10 -7 1.0Xl0 -7
NO 3 0.0 2.!X10 -II 4.5 X10 -12 8.1X10 -13
N205 0.0 2.1Xi0 -10 3.2Xi0 -I0 3.4 Xl0 -10
HNO3 0.0 2.4 X10 -7 1.1Xi0 -7 5.9Xi0 -8
SO 2 6.9 Xl0 -6 9.5 X i0 -7 3.0X10 -7 1.4 Xl0 -7
SO 3 0.0 6.8X10 -8 3.2XI0 -8 1.6X10 -8
NO2/NO 0.11 0.1o o.10 O.ll
HNO3/NOx -- 0.035 0.05 0.056
S03/SO 2 0.07 0.11 0.11
The SO3 and N205 created in the exhaust plume will react immediately on contact with contrail
droplets or particles to form condensed phase H2SO4 and HNO3, respectively. Exhaust gaseous
HNOa will also condense onto contrail particles. Each of these species, gaseous SO3, N2Os and
HNO3 can also be expected to interact with exhaust Soot, as can exhaust NO2 3 and entrained
atmospheric O3,24 to create oxidized soot surfaces capable of nucleating either exhaust contrails
or atmospheric acid/water aerosols after plume mix-out. This soot surface conditioning may be
an important plume chemical effect since only 1% of the soot particles formed by burning jet
fuel can immediately condense water vapor at typical plume supersaturation ratios without such
conditioning3 s We plan to incorporate these heterogeneous processes in future plume chemistry
models.
VORTEX WAKE DYNAMICS
of pollutants from the exhaust of stratosphericThe scales and regimes involved in the dispersion _ =
aircraft have been discussed by several authors mainly in connection with the CIAP studies in the
70's. 26,27 The early part of the process (the first hour) was described in some detail by Hoshizaki
e_ a/., 2s who called this period "the wake regime". The first few tens of seconds of this period
are characterized by the dominant role of the aerodynamic flowfield of the aircraft (first through
the momentum of the jet itself, and later through the effect of the aircraft sinking vortex pair).
Wake dispersion, after an iiLdefined transition, is dominated by environmental effects, such as
wind shear.
Based on the analysis of horizrn-t_andvertical photographs of B-52 contrails, Ref. 28 concluded
that in a first phase, called the "jet regime", the engine plumes grow by ordinary turbulent mixing
to fill the recirculating vortex pair cell (of dimensions roughly 1.2 × 1.5 times the wing span). The
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attraction to the wing tip vortex cores was noted, but dismissed as a minor effect. After this time
(,,_ 10 s), the effluent remains horizontally confined by the cell, but detrainment from the top as the
cell descends leads to vertical growth. This "vortex" phase ends at about 100 s with the breakup
of the vortex pair, following which the wake remnants gradually lose their organized rr ton and
ambient effects dominate. The effect of the aircraft was noticed, however, for as much as e hour,
since different aircraft lead to different dispersion rates on that time scale. This concer model
(along with the models of Holdeman 29 and Nielsen 3° which ignored wake interactions _re later
also applied to the analysis of supersonic YF-12 flight data. The interpretation of t _ _-rowth of
this wake is complicated by the visualization method used, as will be discussed belo
As will _be discussed more fUlly in later S_ectionsl the depth of the pressure an,.. temperature
minima induced by the rolled-up wing-tip vortices scale as the square of the Mach number, and
inversely with the square of the wing aspect ratio_ Thus, what was found to be a minor effect
when examining transonic aircraft may become a very important effect for a low aspect ratio
supersonic aircraft. The horizontal densitometer scans of B-52 contrails (Hoshizaki e_ a/., Ref. 28)
already show two peaks at the expected vortex core locations, and many other observations (see
for instance photographs in Ref. 32) indicate the persistence of these two separate, well-defined
and non-growing columns of condensation material up to the time of vortex breakdown.
The extent of plume gas trapping in the low pressure troughs caused by the vortical motion, and
the degree to which exhaust gas is able to escape and be detrained from the sinking recirculating
vortex pair cell determine the effectiveness of the vortex confinement and mixing suppression.
These factors are strongly dependent on the relative spanwise location of the engines and the
vortex cores, and also on the "attraction" of these cores, as measured by their pressure trough
depth. The trapped and the detrained portions of the exhaust gas follow very different dilution
and cooling histories. While the classical Appleman 2_ treatment (isobaric mixing of effluent and
ambient air) should be applicable to the detrained portion, the portion captured by the vortex cores
may undergo significantly lower temperatures during mixing, due to adiabatic expansion into the
low pressure of the core. Since, to begin with, stratospheric conditions of interest are typically
within +10°C of the Appleman contrail threshold, these deviations may well initiate ice formation
in the cores under conditions for which contrails would not be predicted ordinarily. In addition, the
trapped gas dilutes at a much reduced rate, and this may provide ice growth times and/or chemical
reaction times much longer than otherwise expected.
Given the stronger confining effect of the vortex cores in a supersonic, as compared to a
transonic, aircraft, it is not even clear whether substantial detrainment from the descending vortex
pair cell is to be expected in the supersonic case. If vertical detrainment were either absent or
strongly reduced, the morphology of the effluent distribution at the end of the vortex wake would
be quite different from what has been accepted since the studies in the 1970's. In the YF-12 data
of Ref. 31, there was little vertical growth in tlSe wake regime, amounting to as little as 1/4 of that
predicted by the "detrainment" model of Ref. 28. Unfortunately, interpretation of these supersonic
cruise data is complicated by the fact that the measurement was based on in-flight fuel dumps from
the aircraft centerline. Only those portions of the dump which mixed with the warm buoyant plume
would be subject to vortex capture, leaving the rest free to detrain.
An additlonal_fference between_conv_-fiofi_-andsupersonieaitcraft wakes rnust be mentioned
here. For most conventional aircraft, the vortex pair becomes unstable and breaks up into irregular
27
vortexrings at about the sametime asits vertical motion is arrestedby the stableatmospheric
stratification. Organizedvertical motionwould in anycasebeendedby the latter effect at this
point, and the coincidencehasled to an identificationof "vortex pair breakup"with "vorticity
dissipation". In the supersonic ase,however,thevortexpair hasmoreverticalmomentum,and
its verticalmotion will continue(in theform of vortexrings) well afterthestraightvortexsystem
hasbrokenup. Thiswill probablyleadto pollutantdepositionatloweraltitudes(by afew hundred
meters)thanexpected,andalsotolongerthanexpectedconfinementimes.Theeffectmayalsobe
significantin termsof wakehazardsto otheraircraft.
:_ _ _ .... " :_ _ 7 : =_r_- -: -_-: ,. _, . _-- 7---_ .... i _ : - :,. :
The following section, plus Appendices A and B, provide a more detailed discussion of these
effects, based on a series of simplified analytical models which are intended to approximately
quantify their relative importance and scales.
Analysis
Aircraft and Vortex Parameters Table 7 summarizes the parameters assumed for our
vortex wake analysis. The airplane is a Mach number 2.4 design beginning its cruise at 17.4 km
altitude. For estimates of wake properties, an elliptic loading distribution has been adopted, and
the vortex roll-up distance was estimated based on Ref. 33.
TABLE 7.
Assumed Aircraft Data for Wake Dynamics
Wing area: AW = 660 m 2 Span: b = 39 m
Weight (cruise): W = 2.76 × 106 N
b 2
Flight altitude: Z = 17.4 km Aspect Ratio: A---w- _ 2.30
Mach No.: M = 2.4 Speed: V = 708 m/s
Atmosphere: /9 = 0.135 kg/m 3, T= 217 K, p = 83.8 mb
Lift coefficient: CL = 0.124
Exhaust temperature: Te = 445 K
Fuel/air ratio: 0.0155
Airflow: ma = 97 Kg/s/engine
Exhaust speed (relative): 1430 m/s
2AR b el_Wake time scMe: 7" "-" -_L v "- = 2.04 s
Vorticity roll-up time: tr.u. _-_'_1.57" --" 3.0"/s
Vorticity roll-up distance: Xr.u. = _r.u. = 2170 m (56 b)
71"
Roiled-up vortex spacing: ")y = _-b -'- 30.6 m
Centerline vortex circulation: _0 = 4._W =943 m2/s
7r pvo
r0 --4.90 m/s
Self-induced descent velocity: W0 = 27r(2_)
Vortex break-up time: _v.b. -- _7" ----- 30.7
Vortex break-up distance: _v.b. -- V_v.b_= 21,700 m (556 b)
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The structure of the vortices after roll-up has been calculated based on the Betz-Donaldson
model, 33,34 according to which the circulation originally bound to the wing outboard of a spanwise
location Yl will end up rolled into the inner part of the trailing vortex core, within a radius r from its
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center-- which equals the distance from yl to the centroid of the circulation distribution outboard
of yl. For the assumed elliptic loading, this model predicts a tangential velocity distribution near
each core given by
ray-- 0.252--g , (1)
where v is the flight speed, CL the lift coefficient, AR the wing aspect ratio, b the wing span and r
the distance to the vortex core. This has been confirmed in tests, 3a and it appears to hold to radii
much smaller than the classical core size estimate..... of Prandtl, 34 with the result tha t v reaches higher
values near the core than expected on the l_aslsof-am_ei with all the vorticity concentrated in the
Prandtl core. The validity of the Betz-Donaldson model has been debated, 3s and no rigorous basis
for it seems to exist. We use i t here simply as a convenient semi-empirical device.
Using Eq. (I), several quantities of interest can be calculated. The centripetal acceleration v_/r
is, using the parameters in Table 7,
3500
gc_,t,-ip,,_, "_ r2 (in MKS units) (2)
With reference to Fig. 1, this gives 26 m/s 2 at the inboard plume location, and 73 m/s _- at
the outboard plume location. This shows that centripetal buoyancy effects will be strong and
will compete with (perhaps dominate) those of upwards buoyancy and turbulent detrainment of
effluents from the cell's edge. Notice (Eq. (1)) that the peculiar features of the HSCT (small AR,
high v) greatly emphasize this effect. For a transonic airplane of the same wing area but with a lift
coefficient of 0.5 and an AR of 10, gcentripetal would be less by a factor of 17.2 at the same value
of b/r. This makes plume/wake interaction a secondary issue for such aircraft, and may account
for its dismissal by Hoshizaki et al. 2s and, more generally, for the lack of attention it has elicited
so far.
The pressure gradient set up by the vortex follows easily from the hydrostatic radial force
balance Op/c% = -pv_/r. From Eq. (1) and ignoring the relatively small effects of compressibility
the local depression, Ap = Poo - P, is seen to vary as 1/r. Assuming adiabatic expansion, the
corresponding temperature depression is found to be
AT _ 6(7- 1) M2C2L b (a)
T_ : 7r4 _ AR 2 r
6.9m 11.5 m
FIG. 1. Engine location with respect to rolled-up vortex core. The core is at (r/4)(b/2)
from centerline.
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For the parameters of Table 7, we find AT(K) -_ -3.5/r(m). Once again, for typical transonic
aircraft the corresponding AT is less by a factor of 83, making it almost unobservable.
The vortex system is known to break up due to growth of the Crow instability (vortex bursting is
unlikely at the moderate CL of cruise). The estimate for breakup time given in Table 7 (tB _ 15r)
is consistent with data of Ref. 36 for a quiescent atmosphere, and is 50% longer than the estimate
given by Hoshizaki et a/. 2s for tropospheric conditions.
Turbulent Plume Growth with Buoyancy Effects The initial spread of the engine
plumes must be controlled by turbulence generated by the plume/ambient velocity shear. However,
centripetal buoyancy effects must be felt strongly, as noted, andwiil eventually dominate the plume
dynamics. The overall dynamics is fairly complex, and we will attack it initially by considering
simpler model problems. The first qu-estion is the estirnatYon of the time after which buoyancy
dominates over jet growth. To this end, we temporarily ignore the shearing of the plume by the
vortex flowfield, and consider a buoyant round engine jet in the co-flowing airstream. The analysis
is relegated to Appendix A, and is based on the use of a turbulent diffusivity model which combines
those of Prandtl 3v for a coflowing jet and of Morton, Taylor and Turner 3s for a rising linear plume.
The resulting jet diameter is found to evolve with distance x as,
D _ [1 + 0G(()] 1/3 (4a)
D0 .....
where
= , e = --1 ,7ov c,, Ta , (4b)
19 1 - 7/0,, geff
F_
0 = 0.061 2------_ (4c)
pv_Do
and
G(() = (v/_ + _2 + In(_ + V/1 + _2) (4d)
Here, rlov is the overall engine efficiency (fuel heat value to thrust), F is the engine thrust and
Do is the engine nozzle diameter. The acceleration, g_ff, could be either the actual gravitational
acceleration, or the centripetal acceleration calculated above.
By examination of Eqs. (4a)--(4d) we can see that when _ << 1, D _ z _/3 (jet-dominated
regime), and when _ >> 1, D '_ x 2/3 (buoyant plume regime). The two are nearly equivalent at
= 2. For the parameters of Table 7, and using the centripetal g for either engine, we find that
= 2 is reached when D/Do = 2.17 (outboard engine) or D/Do = 2.89 (inboard engine). Thus,
by the time centripetal buoyancy becomes the dominant plume growth mechanism, the dilution
ratio (proportional to (D/Do)2) is about 4.7 to 8.3, depending on which engine is considered.
For comparison, using "natural" gravity (g =9.8 m/s2), the crossover occurs when D/Do = 4.60
(dilution ratio = 21), by which time the plumes would fill a substantial fraction of the vortex cell.
The analysis above has not accounted for the effects of compressibility on turbulent jet mixing.
Ref. 6 shows substantial mixing suppression when the "convective Mach number", M* exceeds
about 0.5. M* is measured with respect to an intermediate frame in which both pressure and total
pressure are equal for both streams. In the case of equal specific heat ratios, this reduces to
M* = v2 - Vl (5)
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where v and a are the respective flow and sonic velocities of the two streams. In our case (Table 7)
M* _ 1.01, and the initial mixing rate should be reduced by a factor fc between 0.2 and 0.4. 6 The
factor fc will then approach unity as mixing proceeds and the relative Mach number decreases.
The effect on the above analysis would be that the average fc would multiply both a and L
A Model for Plume-Vortex Interactions The fluid mechanics of the turbulent buoy-
ant jet in the flow field of a concentrated vortex is too complex to be adequately analyzed here,
but we will at least account for the salient features in an attempt to estimate the capture time of the
engine exhaust into the vortex cores. The following assumptions are made:
a. The plume is convected and sheared by the (un-m_fied) Betz-Donaldson vortex flow. The
shearing spreads the plume around a circle centered at the vortex core, at a rate proportional
to the difference vo(r - D/2) - vo(r + D/2) where r is the distance to the core and D is
the transverse plume size (See Fig. 2).
b. The plume cross-section grows by entrainment of ambient air, in proportion to its inward
radial velocity times its projected area (Morton-Taylor-Turner model3S). No account is
taken of axial flow, except that the model is used to estimate a plume diameter as it begins
to be affected by the vortex.
c. The radial motion is obtained from a momentum balance, using the centripetal buoyancy
of Eq. 2.
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FIG. 2. Geometry of plume trapping in a plane transverse to the flight path.
Letting A be the plume cross-section at a given time, and Ap the mean density defect in the
plume, mass conservation imposes
d
t--d--7(AAP) = 0 (6)
The entrainment rate assumption gives
dA
dt - a As v_ , (7)
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whereAs is the tangential plume spread (Fig. 2), v, is its radial velocity (inwards), and a -_ 0.94
is chosen to correspond for the circular cylinder case to the value used in Ref. 28.
Equating the buoyancy force to the rate of momentum increase due to mass accretion gives
v 2
ap,,v_ As = "° AAp (8)
Finally, the shearing assumption is expressed as
d (9)
where D is assumed constant.
Corn bining Eqs. (6)-(9) with the expression Eq. (1) for vo leads to a set of differential equations,
for which closed-form solutions can be obtained:
vt AR (to b) 5/2 [1 + 2.95/ Do to
-_- = 0.61a CL (Do/b)(Ap/p)o [ V_(Ap/p)o
[1- (r_ -)5/2]-(r)5/2(1ro + -_ln_)5 ] (10)
and
where
and also
---AoA-1 + _ro)2[(DoTr2(_oo-_o + X/_/r°+l/2fl)
t_(,'ol,') 2
1( D_o In(to r)+1 2)}] (11)+
_=4 7r
0 (12)
(_/rD_ M_o/_)AO= + )
V r'O _
(13)
Ap/p Ao
- (14)(Zxplp)o A .
7=
For application, the initial distance r0 is 6.9 m for the outboard and 11.5 m for the inboard engine.
The initial diameter Do and dilution (or density depression (Ap/p)o) can only be approximately
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selected to account for the turbulent growth rate in the initial jet stage. A rough estimate, based on
the arguments of turbulent plume growth (ignoring compressibility effects) gives (for an engine jet
diameter of 2 m) initial diameters of 4 m and 5 m for the outboard and inboard engine respectively.
Correspondingly, the density depressions (Ap/p)o are 0.122 and 0.0816, since the value at the
engine face is 0.51.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the subsequent evolution of plume-core distance r, angular spread A0 of
the sheared plume and overall dilution ratio A/Ajet. Since the radial pressure gradient intensifies
towards the vortex center, the radial velocity of the plume is seen to increase with time, despite
the progressive dilution. Thus, although it is not clear what distance r to pick as the end of the
"capture" process, one can make a reasonable estimate of the "capture time". For instance, Eq. (10)
indicates a finite time for r _ 0, and this can also be seen from the downwards turning of the r(_)
curves in Figs. 3 and 4. Perhaps a more reasonable capture time can be chosen as that at which r
equals the original plume diameter Do (after allowing for the initial turbulent spread) or, what is
nearly equivalent, that at which the plume has been fully spread into an annulus (A0 = 360°). This
gives for the outboard engine about 90 wing spans, by which time the overall dilution (including
initial turbulent growth) is about A/Ajet = 28. The process is slower for the inboard engine, and
it takes 350 wingspans to capture that plume, with an overall dilution ratio of 56.
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FIG. 3. Inner engine jet mixing and displacement. Initial jet diameter, Do = 5 m,
distance from vortex core, r0 = 11.5 m, and density difference, (Ap/p)o =
0.0816.
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FIG. 4. Outer engine jet mixing and displacement. Initial jet diameter, Do = 4 m,
distance from vortex core, r0 = 6.9 m, and density difference, (Ap/p)o = 0.122.
The basic wake time scale (Table 7) is r = (2AR/CL)(b/V), in terms of which roll-up
takes approximately 1.5T and break-up takes 157- (or, for our values of AR and CL, 56 and 560
wingspans, respectively). We see therefore that a) the time for the plume capture process scales
also as the basic time r (see Eq. (10)), and b) for both engines, the capture time is intermediate
between those for roll-up and break-up, as required for validity of the modeling approach.
It is interesting to observe, in connection with point a) above, that, for a given geometry and
initial density defect, plume capture occurs at a fixed fraction of wake breakup time, independent of
Mach number. Thus, of the two factors which are clearly different between transonic and supersonic
aircraft (AR and M), only one, AR, remains to shorten the capture time in relation to wake lifetime.
The reason why flight speed does noilnfluence ifie time rati_at all processes, including buoyant
radial velocity and azimuthal vortex velocity, scale up together as v (see Eqs. (1) and (8)). This
fact can be exploited for setting UP experimental simulations of these phenomena =inwater .tanks.
The Mach number is still important however, in dictating deeper temperature andpreSsm'e minima
in the supersonic case, and hence strengthening centripetal buoyancy when compared to natural
buoyancy. Whether or not these stronger temperature depressions lead to enhanced condensation
depends on the degree of dilution ultimately achieved by the captured plume.
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The Last Stages of the Vortex Regime
As noted in Table 7, the wake is expected to survive as an organized cylindrical vortex cell
for about 22 s. According to our analysis in above, the vortex cores at breakup time may contain
a large fraction of the engine exhaust, at a dilution smaller than would have been expected in the
absence of the vortices, and at a few degrees lower temperature. In attempting to extrapolate from
this point, several questions arise:
a. For how much longer will the confining effects of vorticity prevent or delay plume disper-
sion?
b. Under what conditions will the higher plume vapor concentration and lower temperature
lead to contrail formation?
c. If condensation does occur, will the confinement time be long enough for significant
heterogeneous chemical interactions to occur or for particles to grow to precipitation sizes?
_Z
m
W
Vortex Dynamics After Break-up Unfortunately, the fluid mechanics of the broken-
up vortex system is still poorly understood, and so, only very rough estimates can be made on the
important question a). Experimental and analytical stability results 36 indicate that reconnection
clue to growth of the Crow instability tends to produce irregular elongated ring vortices with aspect
ratios of the order of 4:1. Dhanak and DeBernardinis 39 followed numerically the evolution of an
elliptical ring vortex of this type and found that, after an oscillation in which the short and long
axes interchange positions, the cores touch in the middle and reconnection can be expected, leading
to two roughly 2:1 rings. These are then structurally stable, and oscillate as described. The time
for subdivision of the original ring is (for our parameters) about 5 S.
If we can ignore temporarily the disturbing effects of wind shear, the smaller rings may continue
to descend for some time, as they entrain new air by turbulent diffusion, and consequently grow
in size and slow down. Glezer and Coles 4° did careful measurements of the evolution of circular
turbulent rings in water, and showed that similarity exists in this motion provided a "virtual origin"
is identified. In Appendix B we show that their results can be explained by means of a simple
entrainment hypothesis, for which the entrainment parameter is derived from the data. As explained
in Appendix B, the linear dimensions of the ring increase as (1 + t/tl )1/4, where tl = rrao/2flvo
(ao = initial core radius, v0 initial ring velocity, and fl = 0.01). For an estimation, assume in
our case an initial ring diameter 1.5 times the linear vortex spacing (i.e., 48 m), and an initial core
diameter 0. ! of the ring diameter (a0 = 2.4 m). Since v0 must be close to the linear vortex pair
velocity of 4.9 m/s, we calculate t_ = 76 s.
The effects of atmospheric stratification must be also considered at this point. As the air mass
enclosed within the vortex cell sinks into a stably stratified atmosphere, it will undergo adiabatic
warming due to the higher pressures encountered, and will develop buoyancy. The effect of this
buoyancy will be to eventually lead to an oscillatory vertical motion at the Brunt-V_iis_il_i frequency,
v/ g dTa dTN = dz ' (15)
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where (-dT,/dz) is the atmospheric lapse rate, and
dT 3'-1 T
- (16)
dz 7 Hp
is the warming rate of the descending air (Hp is the pressure scale height of the atmosphere).
However, a second effect of the descent-induced buoyancy is of interest to us. This is the production
of vorticity opposite in sense to that of the wing vortices. The mechanism is clear from the 2-
dimensional vorticity equation:
=-- × vp (17)Ot +_.V ) P
The pressure gradient Vp points vertically down, while -V1/p is concentrated on the cell's
edges, and points outwards from the cell. Thus, baroclinic vorticity is generating along the cell's
edges, in the sense contrary to that in the vortex cores. At the time buoyancy stops the cell's descent,
the total counter-vorticity created is also sufficient to cancel that of the wing vortex system, although
its distribution is different. We can therefore expect the vortex system, whether in the form of the
undisturbed cylindrical vortex cell, or of its successor ring vortices, to vanish in the vicinity of the
lowest point of the Brunt-V_iisal_i cycle. This occurs when Nt _- rr/2, with the vertical descent
distance being then Az = -wo/N (wo = initial descent velocity). This behavior can be clearly
seen in the water-tank data of Ref. 36, and was also assumed by, for example, Greene 4] in his
model of wake decay.
For our parameters, with dTa/dz = O, Hp = 6380 m, we calculate N = 0.0210 radians/s, and
the stratification-induced vortex des t__ ction canbe expected t o happen a t t = 7r/2N = 75 s, after
a total descent of -Az = 232 m. Notice that this is 2.4 times longer than the time required for
Crow instability to occur, so that a substantial period (44 s) can be anticipated during which the ring
vortices formed after breakup can retain their individuality and continue to trap the engine effluent.
The amount of turbulent entrainment into the rings in this time can now be estimated from our
Appendix B results. With t] = 76 s, the ring linear dimensions will increase by (1 + 44/76) 1/4 =
1.12, with additional dilution by a factor (1.12) 3 = 1.41.
Condensation Considerations A slight modification of the classical Appleman argu-
ment2! concerning contrail formation will help i!lustrate the potential vortex effects. Assuming
that each kg of burnt fuel produces l:2_)kg of water vapor and 2_3 MJ of heat, of Which the fraction
1 - rlowr, U _0.5 appears as sensible heat in the plume, and that the plume dilutes continuously
by isobarically mixing with air at temperature T,. and moisture w,, (g/kg), its average temperature
and moisture will evolve together according to
T = Ta + 17.7(w - wa) (18)
In Fig, 5, we have represented in a T-w plot the water and ice vapor saturation lines (for an air
density of 0.135 kg/m3). The plume material will, according to Eq. (18) evolve down an inciined
straight line of slope 1/17.7 towards the existing atmospheric conditions (T,_, w,,). If this line
intersects the water saturation line, droplets will condense on existing condensation nuclei, and
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immediatelyfreezeto form ice particles.Thesethenpersistevenastheplumedilutesbelowthe
watersaturationline, andwill re-evaporateonly aftertheice saturationline isre-crossed.
In thepresenceof thevortexdepression,however,boththeambientair andthe: 1megasare
eXpandin-giindadiabaticallycooling astheymix. Ignoringdifferencesin the speci' heatratios,
Eq.(18)mustthenbemodifiedto
T = Ta + 17.7(w - wa) (19)
where 7 = 1.4. Tracing the plume trajectory in the T-w plane now requires knowledge of the
relationship between local pressure at the plume location and degree of dilution at that point.
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FIG. 5. Temperature--Water vapor content (T-w) plane with water and ice s ration
curves overlaying exhaust-d]lution tr-ajectories.
As an example, consider a dry stratosphere at T,, = 215 K which, as Fig. 5 sht _, is at the
threshold for contrail formation for this air density (plume expansion along abc). Usir, "e p= me-
vortex interaction model we can calculate at each core-plume distance r the correspont _,dilution
ratio AIAo and temperature depression (Eq. (3)). Starting from an engine-exit va] w = 20
g/kg, we can then calculate the new plume trajectory a'Ec (Fig. 5), which shows defi_ .e contrail
formation. The last portion of the a_Uc curve is shown dotted, as it corresponds to the poorly
understood process of vortex dissipation and final dilution.
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Theaboveresultsindicateanincreasebyabout2°C of theminimumatmospherictemperature
requiredtoform acontrail. Thepossibleglobalsignificanceof thisis bestappreciatedby reference
to Fig. 6, which is the resultof straightforwardapplicationof Appleman'scriterion. Theregion
labelledALWAYS correspondsto temperatureslower than that at pointslike c in Fig. 5, where
contrails form even in dry air. The region labelled NEVER corresponds to temperatures greater
than Tb in Fig. 5, where contrails would not form even in a saturated atmosphere. By inspection
of Fig. 6, the cruising altitude range (17-20 km) for a Mach 2.4 aircraft contains a significant
proportion of conditions lying no more than a few degrees from the ALWAYS limit. Thus there
could be a noticeable impact on the frequency of contrail formation associated with wake-induced
cooling. It may be, however, that a more significant effect than this contrail probability increase is
the reduced dilution and extra confinement time provided by the wake vortices.
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FIG. 6. Predictions using equilibrium, fully-mixed condensation algorithm.
The size to which tlqecontrail ice particles can grow is mainly determined by the concentration
of active condensation nuclei (cn) in the plume; kinetic limitations are less important, except
perhaps for diameters over 10 #m. Unfortunately, not much is known about cn production by
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engines, and even less about their activation mechanisms. Knollenberg 42 sampled a Sabreliner
contrail in saturated ice conditions and estimated 10X°/m -3 active cns at the engine exhaust plane.
Rosen and McGreegor 43 measured photoelectrically the total carbon particle concentration some
600 m behind an F-104 plane. Their data seem to indicate a total particle concentration of about
2.5 x 101°/m -3 extrapolated to the engine exhaust. On the other hand, Hoffmann and R,_sen 44
encountered an 18 hour old SR-71 contrail which had sheared to a horizontal width of 2C 0 km
(but with a vertical thickness of only 200 m), and estimated emission of 3 x 1013 to 12 . 10 TM
m-3 particles greater than 0.01/zm (not necessarily all active). The fraction of all particles emitted
which beCOme active cns is also uncertain. HLllett et a/. 25 measured a conversion fraction of 1 to
3% for JP-4 fuel, but the 3% level was only acKieved after aging for 20 hours.
From the example of Fig. 6, it is possible to have about 50% of the original vapor in the form
of _ice particles When the ambient temperature is near the contrail threshold. Assuming also 1.29
kg of water/kg of fuel and p = 50 mb, T,_, = 450 K, and letting n (m -a) be the active nucleus
concentration at the engine exhaust, we estimate an eventual mean particle size
1011 1/3
!_(#m) _ (---_-) (20)
which,fortherange ofestimatesof n given above implies7_valuesbetween 2 and 0.06/_m. A 2 #m
radiuspmlicleof pure water,fallingthrough dry airat210 K, would evaporatefullyin about 10 s
and settleno more thanabout Icm. This would indicatethelackofany contrailsettling.However
two modifying factorsmay occur in the case of an HSCT contrail,a) Lean-burner combustors,
being developed foremissionsreduction,willproduce much lesssootthan conventionalburners---
perhaps by two or more ordersof magnitude. Active ccn levelsmay be significantlylower still
Hallettet aJ?5. This may lead to ccn concentrationsapproaching background levelsand hence
(Eq. 20) to much largerparticles,b) The extended confinement of exhaust products may leadto
the formation of significant surface layers of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) and other hydrated acid
species on the ice particles (see Eqs. 21-28). This would lower their vapor pressure and essentially
prevent re-evaporation, with the result of a much larger settling distance for a given particle size.
The acid gas processing of the condensed exhaust water begins with the plume/wake chemical
effects described in the previous section. The chemistry modeled there includes the formation of
acid gases and their precursors (HNO3/N2Os'_d H2SO4/SO3). These gases are formed through
the scavenging of exhaust OH radicals and reaction with entrained atmospheric O3. They are
then available for heterogeneous chemistry processes that can change exhaust speciation through
processes like:
N205 +H20 (_c)___ HNO3 (c), .... (21)
" SO3 + H20 (c)_ H2SO4 (c), (22)
HNOa + H20 (c) _ HNO3 (c), (23)
" H2SO4 ¥H20(c) -_-H2SO 4 (c), .... (24)
nci ÷ n20-_c_i _HCi (c) i ...... (25)
temporarily removing plume and atmospheric acid gases from the gas phase or setting up the
liberation of reservoir atmospheric chlorine:
C1ONO2 + H20 (c) _ HOC1 (c,g) + HNO3 (c), (26)
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C1ONO2+ HC1(c) _ C12(g) + HNOa(c), (27)
HC1+ HOC1(c) ---,C12(g) + H20 (c). (28)
Theactivationof plume/exhaustsoottoccnwill occuron particlesthroughtheirreactionwith
acid and oxidizing gases. In future work, we will modelboth this soot activationprocessand
thekinetic nucleationandgrowth of contrail particles,a processwhich dependsdirectly on the
degreeof plume/wakewatervaporsupersaturation,determinedby theplume/waketemperatureand
entrainment/detrainmentprofilesandthenumberof activecondensationuclei. Particleformation
andgrowththroughthewakedispersalregimedependon more than the simple equilibrium H20
condensation considered in the plume mixing and chemistry section. Clearly, in this heterogeneous
chemical environment, the relevant condensation phenomena determine the degree to which gravi-
tational settling Can drop the pL,'ticle and_ts associated acid gases and exhaust particulates to lower
altitudes less conducive to ozone depletion.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The mixing, chemistry and condensation in the exhaust flowfield behind an HSCT were modeled
as a first step in following the engine emissions to their eventual deposition in the atmosphere.
Finite rate chemistry was simulated internal to an engine for conditions that are representative of
engine cycles that would be used in propelling an HSCT. This simulation was used to calculate
exhaust emissions at the engine exit plane where super-equilibrium concentrations of CO, NO,
NO2, HNOa and OH were estimated to be present.
The exhaust emissions were followed from the engine exit plane using the _standard plume
flowfield code, SPF-2. The plume code was initialized using estimated emission indices or calcu-
lated exit plane concentrations. The chemical kinetics in the plume code were upgraded for_these
• calculations to include the chemistry for atmospherically active species. NOx in the plume was
partially converted to HNO3 through reaction with the OH radical to leave over 5% of the NOx as
HNO3 600 m downstream of the exhaust exit. S02 was also oxidized (to SO3) so that in excess of
10% of the SOx is available for direct conversion to H2SO4 upon contact with condensed H20.
Equilibrium water condensation was also added to the upgraded plume code to begin to include
some of the condensation phenomena needed _to incorp0rate heterogeneous chemical reactivity in
the plume. Contrail formation was predicted for several altitude-latitude-season combinations.
These predictions based on equilibrium H20 condensation were consistent with the Appleman
algorithm for contrail occurrence.
The SO3, N205 and HNOa produced in the plume react and/or condense on the aqueous exhaust
aerosols to form condensed acid solutions. These species as well as NO2 and entrained atmospheric
O3 can also oxidize carbonaceous soot particles emitted with the exhaust. The oxidative activation
of additional nucleation sites affects the size and quantity of condensed particles available for
heterogeneous chemistry. The aerosols formed and activated in the plume are subjected to the
vortical flowfield in the wake of the airplane, which transports and processes the particles and gases
until the wakedisperges._-_ _ :, _ : _?_ _ _ _ :_ :_ _ _
The vortex wake due to a Mach 2.4 airplane was analyzed to estimate its effects on the transport
and mixing of the exhaust emissions. For parameters representative of a low aspect ratio supersonic
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aircraft, the circulation due to the rolled-up vorticity convects and shears the exhaust plume as it
wraps the exhaust gases around the core. Since the emissions are warmer than the ambient, the
pressure gradient generated by the vorticity attracts the less dense gas toward the core.
The vorticity has rolled up into a concentrated trailing vortex p_ within about 56 wingspans
behind the airplane. This vortex wake then propagates in the stratified atmosphere until the mutual
interaction between the two vortices of the pair cause reconnection and the formation of elongated
elliptical vortex rings at about 560 wingspans. _e "Capture" of the exhaust plumes by the vortices
is dependent on engine placement but, for the case considered, the outboard exhaust is captured
at about 90 wingspans while the inboard exhaust takes 350 wingspans. These values depend on
the airplane configuration (aspect ratio) but not on its speed (Mach number). However, the speed
does affect the intensity of the vortices, their pressure field, and thus the attraction and possibly the
confinement of the exhaust.
The sam e chemistry that occurs in the plume continues as the exhaust is transported and mixed
by the vorticity in the wake until wake dispersal, with subsequent atmospheric transport. The
kinetics used in calculating the evolution of the plume will be incorporated into the vortex wake
model to follow the chemistry from the capture of the exhaust through the dispersal of the wake. The
simplified analysis performed in the present study provides insight and estimates of the dominant
processes that are occurring throughout the wake and further can be used to generate first order
estimates of the flow properties. However it is apparent that the several individual vorticity-induced
phenomena are, in fact, strongly coupled and a more detailed, presumably numerical, analysis will
be necessary for quantitative estimation of the evolution of the emitted exhaust gases and their
transport.
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APPENDIX A
Buoyant Turbulent Jet in a Co-flow
Consider the jet depicted in Fig. A1, issuing with some velocity and temperature excess into a
parallel stream. A top-hat model of the distributions will be adopted for simplicity. The fluxes of
axial momentum and of enthalpy will be conserved, while the vertical momentum flux increases
with distance due to the buoyancy. The convection velocity will be approximated by the external
velocity ue. We then have
7rD 2
peu_(u- u_) 4 - F= constant , (A.1)
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p_ue%(T - Te)---(" = Q = constant , (A.2)
d r 7rD21 T-T_ 7rD 2
-- = g--_---- (A.3)dz tP+u+w--_ j pc T_
These equations must be supplemented by one which describes the turbulent diffusion and its effect
on jet growth. In general,
dD 2
- 4Dr (A.4)
ue dz
FIG. A1. Buoyant jet geometry.
Where Dt is the "turbulent diffusiyity". For a non-buoyant jet, a reasonable approximation
is 3r Dt = kD(u - u,), with k "_ 0.016. For a non-flowing cylindrical plume the Morton-Taylor-
Turner 3s model gives Dt = o_Dw (o_ "_ 0.3). These two limiting forms can be interpolated by
assuming
D, = KD v/a2w 2 + (u- ue) 2 , (A.5)
where a = a/K "+ 19.
For the case of an engine exhaust in flight (ue = v), F represents the engine's thrust, and Q its
thermal energy output. Hence, if rio_ is the overall propulsive efficiency,
Fur rio,,
- , (A.6)
Q 1 - riov
To integrate these equations, u - u_ from Eq. (A.1) and w from Eq. (A.3) (after integrating)
are substituted into (A.5) to give Dt as a function of D and x. This is then substituted in (A.4),
and integration gives the results quoted in Eqs. (4a)-(4d).
APPENDIX B
A Model for Turbulent Vortex Ring Evolution
The similarity results obtained experiment_l-y by Glezer and Coles 4° for the growth and slowing
down of a turbulent vortex ring can be understood and extrapolated by a simple model based on an
entrainment hypothesis. We assume:
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b,
The vortex core cross section increases at a rate proportional to its own radius and to the
ring velocity. With reference to Fig. B 1.,
,.t( "l_,ra2j_ _av (B.1)
dt
where fl is an empirical constant.
Geometrical similarity is preserved, i.e., R and a grow in the same proportion:
a R
- (B.2)
ao Ro
c. The vertical momentum is preserved. In combination with (B.2), this gives
a 3 v -- a3ovo (B.3)
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FIG. B 1. Geometry of descending vortex ring.
Eqs. (B. 1), (B.2) and (B.3) can be combined to obtain explicit laws for the time histories of the
various quantifies, including the distance x travelled by the ring. Ref. 37 introduced the distance
z0 and time to which act as the origin for the measured self-similarity. These quantities are both
negative, i.e., the "virtual origin" occurs upstream of the point of creation of the vortex ring. Our
analytical results, of the same form as the data trends, are
a _ R _ (1 - t)1/4 (B.4)
ao Ro to
where
v (i i)-3/,
v0 to
(B.5)
z__=1 - (1-t)1/4 (B.6)
x0 to '
to = __ao,o__ , (B.7)
zpvo : : _
27ra 0
zo = (B.S)
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In Glezer'sexperiments,4°vo = 128 cm/s for the piston producing the rings. For the ring itself,
we take Vo = 64 m/s. Also, Ro = 0.953 cm, and ao _ 0.2Ro, as estimated from the data. The
measured virtual origin parameters were
to=-0.44s , xo=-145cm
Using these results, (B.5) gives fl = 0.00825, while (B.6) gives fl = 0.0106. Thus the model
appears to give a reasonable description of the data using
fl _ 0.01 (B.9)
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wChapter 3
Plume Chemistry and Dispersion Modeling
to Evaluate the ........
Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft *
INTRODUCTION
Our modeling of the dispersion of the wake has concentrated on: a) developing, testing and
utilizing a Lagrangian air parcel model to simulate the behavior of chemical constituents in the wake
regime of a plume; b) modifying and utilizing an existing radiation code at AER to calculate the net
heating/cooling of aircraft plumes in the same regime. The wake regime starts after breakdown of
the plume vortices; expansion of the plume is still controlled by internal energy dissipation in the
wake regime. After about 1,000 - 3,000 seconds, the plume expansion and motion are controlled
primarily by the dynamics of the background atmosphere.
Lagrangian Box Model
The Lagrangian box model solves an equation of the form (Gelinas and Walton, 1974):
dni(t) _ pi _ Li_ (d[n V(t))dt - + , (1)
where Pi and Li denote the chemical production and loss for species i, hi(t) and nT(t) represent
the concentrations of species i within the plume and in the background atmosphere, respectively,
and Ri denotes other production/loss processes, such as, for example, denitrification. The factor
d en V(t)/dt represents the entrainment parameter, where the volume V(t) is defined as that
physical volume which contains all the initial plume molecules.
Previous calculations of the photochemistry in the wake regime (Gelinas and Walton, 1974;
Hoshizaki et aL, 1975) concluded that very little photochemical activity took place during the wake
regime, and the time development of the mixing ratios of trace species was controlled primarily by
plume expansion and entrainment of air from the background atmosphere. Chemical schemes have
however changed since that period of time, particularly in the kinetics of species such as CINOa
and N._Os. Furthermore, the recent studies of the photochemistry of the polar stratosphere have
indicated the importance of heterogeneous reactions occurring in the surface of Polar Stratospheric
Clouds (PSCs). The following reactions have been suggested (Wofsy, 1978; Solomon et M., 1986;
McElroy et a/.. 1986; Tolbert et a/., 1987; 1988a, b; Molina et aJ., 1987; Leu, 1988a, b; Rodriguez
et a/., 1988):
C1NO3 + H20 _ HOC1 + HNOa (solid, gas)
CINOa + HC1 --, C12 + HNOa (solid, gas)
N205 + H20 ---, 2 HNO3 (solid, gas)
N2Os + HCI _ C1NO_ + HNO3 (solid, gas)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Reactions (2) - (5) have been observed on ice or nitric acid tri-hydrate particles at very fast
rates. Fast rates for reaction (4) have been observed on sulfuric acid solutions, with the magnitude
fairly independent of water content (Mozurkewich and Calvert, 1988; Van Doren et at., 1991).
* Work performed by Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc. under subcontract to ARI.
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The new kinetic data could change the conclusions of the assessment undertaken in the mid-
70's. In particular, heterogeneous reactions occurring on contrails could alter the partitioning of
nitrogen species, and favor production of nitric acid. Enhanced concentrations of nitric acid could
in turn favor production of nitric acid tri-hydrate contrails, particularly since these tri-hydrates form
at about 5K above the freezing point of water.
We have developed a Lagrangian box model which includes entrainment of background air.
This model includes complete gas-phase chemistry of HOx, NOx, CI_, Br_, ozone, methane and
ethane. We also include in the model reactions (2) - (5). As discussed below, other heterogeneous
processes have also been included for purposes of exploration of their impact. The model has been
used to revisit the issues addressed by the CIAP panel during the mid-70's. In particular, we have
addressed and will continue to address the following issues:
a. What is the partitioning of nitrogen species during the wake regime, and in particular, how
much NOx is converted to HNO3?
b. What is the impact of heterogeneous chemistry on the conversion of NOx to HNO3?
c. What is the impact of entrainment on the chemical development of species within the wake?
d. What other heterogeneous processes could affect the chemical behavior of species in the
wake?
e. What is the ozone loss in the wake?
f. What is the time development of other radiatively active species, such as water?
We have carried out exploratory calculations to address some of the above issues. These
calculations and results are presented in the following. In particular, we look at two regimes: a)
calculations are carried out for the first hour of the wake regime, assuming very fast entrainment, and
testing the sensitivity to different assumptions about heterogeneous chemistry; b) the sensitivity
of the calculations to the entrainment parameterization and scale-dependent dispersion is also
examined; in particular, we extend some of the calculations to a time period of two days to
illustrate the time development of important trace species for different dispersion rates. Some of
the results described below were presented at the HSRP workshop in Vh'ginia Beach, January,
1991; other results will be presented at the HSRP workshop in V'trginia Beach, May, 1992.
Radiative Calculations
The final altitude of deposition of aircraft effluents depends on a whole suite of dynamical and
radiative processes acting at both wake and synoptic scales. The ascent/descent of the aircraft
plume and its dispersion is determined in part by processes such as buoyant rise, gravitational
collapse, wind shear, and turbulent dispersion (Hoshizaki et a/., 1975; Miake-Lye et a/., 1991).
The interaction among these processes is still poorly quantified, in part due to the scarcity of data
on aircraft wakes at stratospheric altitudes.
Another potentially important process was suggested by Overcamp and Fay, (1973). These
authors pointed out that the concentrations of radiatively important trace species, such as water and
ozone, could be greatly perturbed in aircraft wakes. In particular, a decrease in ozone would reduce
the amount of UV absorption and direct heating of the plume, yielding a net cooling of the plume.
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Similarly,enhancedconcentrationsof wateror CO2wouldincreasetheamountof IR cooling,and
againyield anetcoolingof theplume. Suchnetcoolingcouldthenleadto anetdownwardvertical
velocity of the wakerelative to the backgroundatmosphere,astheperturbedair massmovesto
mainta{nit-spotentialtemperaiur&_e vertical vei6city_Wduiffbegivenby
O
w(km/day) = -G (6)
where w is the vertical velocity, Q (K/day) is the differential cooling rate of the wake relative to the
background atmosphere, and G (K/km) is the so-called stability parameter, i.e., the vertical gradient
in potential temperature. The value of G is fairly close to 10 K/krn in the lower stratosphere.
We have modified the radiative portion of our interactive 2-D model to calculate the expected
differential cooling of aircraft wakes. We present calculations below of this differential cooling
as a function of season and altitude, and for different assumptions about water enhancement and
wake thickness.
PHOTOCHEMICAL CALCULATIONS
Calculations were carried out at an altitude of 18 km, for conditions representative of 47°N,
June 1, starting at noontime, our model of the wakeregime will eventually be initialized from the
results of the ARI model of the vortex regime. Since the ARI team has concentrated in modeling
the jet regime, we have taken their calculated values for NO, NO2, NOa, N205 andHNOa at a
distance of 2000 ft from the nozzle, and simply diluted them to obtain a factor of 100 dilution from
the nozzle to the beginning of the wake regime. Values for ozone, HOx species, as well as other
calculated species were initialized to those calculated in our 2-D model for the above latitude and
season. No dilution was applied to ozone, since the results of the ARI calculations at 2000 ft are
very similar to the ozone concentrations in the background atmosphere. We also did not dilute OH
and HO2, since these species have very short photochemical lifetimes. Adopted initial conditions
for NO + NO2, HNOa, N205, and Oa are given in Table 1, as well as values for the background
atmosphere taken from our 2-D model.
1. The first hour
a. Description of calculations
The chemical evolution of different trace species was first calculated for a period of 1
hour, with a time resolution of 50 seconds. This period of time was used to explore the sensitivity
to heterogeneous processes, particularly on contrails, since it is unlikely that ice particles would
last longer than one hour.
Entrainment of background air into the wake air mass can occur through turbulent
diffusion controlled both by dissipation of the internal kinetic energy and the turbulence of the
background atmosphere. There is very little information on these processes for conditions in the
lower stratosphere. The calculations for the first hour assumed a constant value for the entrainment
parameter:
d gn V(t) 1
dt - _- ............. (7)
We have adopted a value of 780 seconds for t, which corresponds to an expansion of the volume by
a factor of 100 in 1 hour. Calculations in the next subsection show results for slower entrainment
rates.
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: The cases considered in our calculations are summarized in Table 2. Cases 1 and 2
assume only gas-phase chemistry. Although large amounts of water are emitted by the aircraft,
condensation into contrails and subsidence could remove a large portion of this water. VVe have
therefore considered two extreme possibiiites: all the water emitted by the engine s been
condensed out, and the water mixing ratio is equal to that of the background atmosphere "ase 1),
or the water emitted by the engine stays in the wake, and the mixing ratio is given by the r apriate
dilution factor (Case 2).
The heterogeneous reactions (2) - (5) are included in Cases 3 and 4 at ratt" _imilar to
those utilized in our modeling of the Antarctic stratosphere (Rodriguez et a/., 1989). _". Case 3 we
assume that no contrails are formed, and heterogeneous chemistry occurs only in the background
sulfate aerosol layer presumably already entrained into the wake. In Case 4 we assume that all the
water emitted by the aircraft has been condensed into cloud particles of 1 #m radius. We assume
an initial concentration of 105 cm -a for concentration nuclei, of which 1% are activated. With
these assumptions, the available reacting surface concentration in the contrails is about a factor of
104 higher than in the background sulfate aerosol layer, and heterogeneous reactions could occur
very fast. We assume that contrails last for the duration of the calculations, but allow the density
of particles to decrease with time in inverse ratio to the increase in plume volume.
..... The reaction of N20_ with water (reaction 4) could be an important contributor to the
conversion of NOx to HNO3. The rate of this reaction is however limited by the rate of conversion
of NO2 to NO3 through the reaction
NO2 + 03 --+ NO3 + O2 , (8)
which is very slow for stratospheric temperatures. Experiments of uptake of NO2 on liquid surfaces
(Lee and Tang, 1988) indicate an uptake Coefficient of 6 x 10 -4, although this value could be even
higher. If uptake of NO2 could lead to reaction (8) occurring heterogeneously, then the conversion
of NO2 to NO3, N_O5 and eventually HNO3 Could be accelerated. Cases 5 and 6 were chosen
to study this possibility. We assume a reaction efficiency of 6 x 10 -4 for reaction (8) at an ozone
mixing ratio of 2.9 ppmv. Furthermore, we assume that this reaction efficiency is proportional to
the ozone mixing ratio. In Case 5, the reaction is assumed to take place on bakcground sulfate
aerosols, while in Case 6 the reaction takes place on contrails.
b) Results
The first question we seek to address is how much repartitioning of nitrogen species
occurs in the wake regime due to photochemistry. The results in Table 3 shed light on this issue. The
table shows the ratio of calculated NO,, (NOx= NO + NO2 + NO3 + 2xN205 + HO2NO2 + C1NO3)
and HNO3 after 1 hour to that calculated if no chemistry took place, and mixing ratios of the above
trace gases were only affected by entrainment of background air. We see that for the first three
cases the results are essentially the same. Therefore, there is little photochemical repartitioning
of nitrogen species if we adopt only gas-phase chemistry, or even with heterogeneous chemistry
occurring only on background sulfate aerosols. On the other hand, considerable repartit!_ning
occurs if we assume heterogeneous chemistry occurring on contrails (Cases 4, 5, and 6), with final
concentrations of HNO3 enhanced by up to a factor of 2 over the entrainment-only values.
The calculated time development of NOx and HNO3 is shown in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively, for Cases 4, 5 and 6. The calculated concentrations of OH, NOx, HNO3, and O3 at
the end of one hour are compared to values in the background atmosphere in Table 4. Inclusion of
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heterogeneouschemistryoncontrailsleadsto anenhancementof HNO3overbackgroundvalues,
evenif weallow for entrainment.Furthermore,heterogeneousconversionof NO2to NO3leadsto
furtherenhancementof HNOzandreductionsinNOxduringthefirst fifteenminutes;if thisreaction
takesplaceon contrails,almostcompeteconversionoccursin thefirst few minutes(Case6). We
also note that, except for Case 6, NOx concentrations are still enhanced relative to the background
after 1 hour of the wake regime. This is due to the large initial concentrations of NO,,; further
entrainment and mixing in the mesoscale regime will eventually bring the NOx concentrations to
background values.
An interesting feature of the photochemistry in the wake regime is the behavior of OH.
For Cases 1 - 3, the large concentrations of NO,, lead to reductions in OH relative to the background,
due to the reaction of OH with NO2. In the presence of heterogeneous chemistry on contrails,
however, the OH concentrations are enhanced. This is due to an increase in the HOx source due
primarily to reactions (2) and (4), followed by photolysis of HOCI and nitric acid. Such enhanced
concentrations of OH accelerate the conversion of NOx to HNO3. In Case 6, rapid conversion of
N20_ and CINO3 to HNO3 reduces the magnitude of this source and the OH enhancement.
The calculat _ time develop_.__mentpf 0z0n_efin the parcel is illus_ate d in Fig_e 3 for
Cases 4 - 6. Ozone decreases during the first minute due to enhanced NOx and HOx cycles. The
decrease in ozone concentration is at most 15% during this period of time. For the rest of the hour,
entrainment from the background atmosphere bring the ozone values to background levels by the
end of the hour. Direct removal of ozone in the wake will not contribute to ozone reductions on a
global scale.
2. Scale-dependent Dispersion: The first two days
a. Description of Calculations
Our previous calculations assumed a constant, scale-independent entrainment time
constant. We have also implemented a scale-dependent dispersion, following the formalism of
Gelinas and Walton (1974). In this formalism, the wake is treated as a Gaussian plume, and its
time-dependent volume, V(t), is assumed to expand according to the expression::
den V(t) Kn K_
dt - + (9)
In (9), the vertical and horizontal dimensions a_, ah are given by the equations:
dt
da_ = 2K_(t) (10)
dt
The horizontal and vertical eddy coefficienis Kh, K,, can be assumed constant, or be related to
the dimensions by expressions consistent with similarity theory. In particular, Gelinas and Walton
suggest the expression:
(1 1 )-'K = + ' (11)
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where b is a constant of order 1, _ the energy dissipation rate, and/¥m all asymptotic value for the
eddy coefficient appropriate for large wake sizes.
.... It is difficult to obtain reliable estimates for the parameters in equation (11). The
large-scale distribution of trace gases in the Stratosphere can be obtained with horizontal "eddy"
coefficients of order 109 - 101° cm2s -1 (Ko et ad., 1985). At the same time, the length scale of the
eddies responsible for these processes is much larger than that acting on aircraft wakes. Arguments
from similarity theory suggest that horizontal eddy coefficients should be about as much as factor
of 104 smaller for scales less than 1 km (Overcamp and Fay, 1973). Vertical eddy coefficients in
the lower stratosphere are of order 103 cm2s -1 , and are expected to be maintained by small-scale
processes. There is virtually no information on the energy dissipation parameter _.
We carded out calculations of the time-development of aircraft wakes for a period
of two days, using the initial conditions and chemistry of Case 2 (ie., enhanced water, but no
heterogeneous chemistry), and with the following assumptions for the entrainment:
i. No entrainment
ii. "Slow" Entrainment: Ify_ = 104 cmZs -1, e = 10 -2 ergs/sec;/(_ = 103cm2s -_.
iii. "Fast" Entrainment: As above, but with /(ym = 108 cm2s-l.Our choices for
the "fast" and "slow" entrainment are similar to those in the Gelinas and Walton
formalism. Since heterogeneous chemistry on contrails is not expected to occur over
several days, _we did not include heterogeneous processes in this set of calculations,
but they can be easily incorporated _'n future calculations.
b. Results
The calculated entrainment time constant t (Equation 7) is shown in Figure 4 as a
function of time, for the assumptions of slow (4a) and fast (4b) entrainment. Time constants for
entrainment in the "slow" case increase from about 1 day at the beginning of the wake period
to about 4 days after the 2-day calculation. The initial values for the time constant are about 30
minutes in the "fast" entrainment case, closer to the assumptions in our previous set of calculations.
However, given the faster increase in wake size in this case, the final values for the time constants
after two days are similar to the "slow" case. It must be emphasized that this agreement is a
coincidence due to our choice of parameters and integration times.
Our calculations obtain dilution factors of 3 for the "slow" entrainment calculation, and
20 for the "fast" entrainment calculation after two days. Given the initial concentrations adopted
in Table 1, we see that significantly perturbed conditions could still exist two days after the passing
of an aircrafL With 0urch0ice of dispersion pai'_uneters. This is further illustrated in Figures 5-8,
which show the calculated time development of HNO3 (Figure 5), NO,, (Figure 6), ozone (Figure
7) and water (Figure 8) for cases with no entrainment, and "slow" and "fast" entrainment.
The calculated HNO3 and NOx (Figures 5 and 6) are within percents of what would
be calculated if only entrainment were acting on these species. The conclusion from the two-day
calculation is therefore similar to the one over the first hour: in the absence of heterogeneous
chemistry, there is little chemical conversion of NOx to HNO3 in the wake. Concentrations of NOx
are still enhanced relative to the background, even after two days in the fast-entrainment case.
The maximum calculated ozone reduction is slightly larger in this set of calculations
(25%) than in the 1-hour results, since our entrainment time constants are slower. Such reductions
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can be maintainedfor 1 day or longer if "slow" entrainmenttakesplace. The ozonequickly
recoversto backgroundvaluesin the"fast" entrainmentcaseaftertwodays.The"noentrainment"
calculationsshowozonestill decreasing,albeitat a slowerratethanduring thefirst 100seconds.
Theslowingdownof ozonelossis dueto theconversionof ozone-removingNO to otherformsof
NO,,, such as NO2 and N2Os.
Water concentrationsarc assumed to bc initiallyabout a factorof 70 higher than
background. Figure 7 shows thatenhancements of watcr of between factorsof 5 and 20 over the
background value (about4 ppmv) could bc stillobserved 2 days afterthe passage of the aircraft.
The resultsinFigures6 and 7 thusindicatethatlargeperturbationsinradiativclyimportantspecies
could bc maintained forscveraidays. These conditionscould have importantconsequences forthe
netdisplacement and finaldepositionof aircrafteffluents,as discussedin thenext section.
RADIATIVE CALCULATIONS
Wc have adapted the radiative subroutines in our 2-D interactive model (Schneider et al.,
1989) in order to assess the diffcrcntial cooling of aircraft wakes duc perturbations in radiativcly
active spccics. This code includes a paramctcrization of solar heating from absorption in the UV
and near infrared by ozone and watcrl as well as cooling for C02, O3 and H20 in the infrared.
Parametcrizations for overlapping bands arc described in Wang and Ryan (1983). Calculated total
heating rates with this code compare favorably with other calculations (Dopplick, 1970), although
it=_Sdifficult to directly compare the contributions by _ffcrcnt_bands of spbcics duc to differences in
adopted water and ozone profiles, and the apportioning of hcating and cooling to diffcrcnt species
in the spectral regions where bands overlap.
Our calculations take the background atmospheric densities and UV and IR fluxes from our
intcractivc 2-D model, since wc expect that the aircraft wake will not alter the large-scale radiation
field in the atmosphere. Wc assume that the wake temperature is the same as that of the background
atmosphere. This may not be the case if dispersion ofinitiai plume heat has not achieved completion;
as a matter of fact, a relationship between the wake water vapor concentration and temperature can
bc obtained (Miakc-Lyc et hi., 199i), indicating that temperatures at the beginning of the Wake
regime could bca few degrees higher than that of the surrounding atmosphere. Wc will include in
our future work assessment of the effect of temperature differences on calculated cooling rates.
Wc have C_cc_out calculations of the differential cooling rates at altitudes between 13 and
25 km, and for all latitudes and seasons. Modeling of the jet and wake regime and estimates
of dilution factors-indicate that c0nccnti:ai_ons-oirwater could bc as hlgh-_{s -3(_) ihpmv (a factor
of 70 cnhanccmcnt over the background) at the beginning of the wake regime, in the absence of
condensation in contrails (Scc Table 1 and discussion above). The results of our photochemical
calculations indicate ozone reductions ranging from 15% to 25% (FigUres 3 and 7). Based on
this results, wc have assumed for simplicity in our calculations water enhancements ranging from
factors of 70 to 10, and ozone reductions of 20% ovcr backgound values (2.9 ppmv). Although
our code also includcs the cffccts of CO_, preliminary estimates indicate that the impact of its
enhancement would be minor compared to those of water and ozone.
Another parameter of importance is thcthic_css 0f the wake: Our original code was adaptcdfor
incorporation into our 2-D modcl, with a vertical altitude resolution of about 3.5 km. Calculations
assuming an cnhanccmcnt of 70 in water over 3.5 km indicate that some water bands saturate, and
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a "cooling to space" approximation is not appropriate. Since such vertical extents do not seem
realistic for a single wake (although such vertical extent could be typical of a flight corridor), we
further modified our code to allow for insertion of a wake of arbitrary vertical thickness at a given
level.
Our first set of calculations assumed a wake of 3.5 km thickness, with an enhancment in water
by a factor of 70 and 20% reduction in ozone. This case is not considered to be realistic, and
represents an upper bound to the expected enhancement in water over a flight corridor. Results for
differential cooling rates (I_day) are presented in Figures 9-12 for days 30 (Figure 9), 120 (Figure
10), 210 (Figure 11), and 300 (Figure 12)i As discussed above, values for the vertical velocities
can be obtained by dividing the numbers in Figures 9-12 by a factor of 10 (Equation 7). Vertical
velocities as large as 0.4-0.5 km/day could be obtained for wakes deposited at altitudes above 22
km. Even at lower altitudes, vertical velocitiesofO.2 km/day are obtained at mid-latitudes.
Calculations in Figures 13-16 are carried out for the same days and the same water enhancement
as in the previous set, but assuming a vertical thickness of 500 m for the wake. Comparison of
these two sets of calculations illustrates the effect of water band saturation. These effects are less
pronounced for a wake of only 500 m thickness, and thus the calculated cooling rates (and vertical
velocities) a{e actually larger. Vertical veiocites close to 1 km/day are obtained at altitudes above
22 km, with about 0.5 km/day being calculated at lower altitudes.
The gas-phase concentrations of water assumed in the above calculations may be difficult to
maintain without any condensation (see e.g., Miake-Lye eta/., 1991). We have thus carded out a
third set of calculations, assuming only a factor of I0 enhancement in water. Results are shown in
Figures 17-20. Vertical velocities ranging from0.2 to 0.3 km/day are obtained in this case. We note
that, even for a 500 m wake, the IR cooling rates do not scale linearly with water concentration,
suggesting that saturation effects are still operant over this range. Work is in progress to further
explore this issue.
The results presented in Figures 9-20, when combined with the time-development of water in
Figure 8, indicate that the aircraft wake could sink 1-2 km during the first two days. These results,
however, depend on several processes and parameters which are at present not well quantified.
These include:
i. Formation and lifetime of contrails, as well as possible removal of water by contrail
subsidence.
ii. "lime constants for turbulent dispersion of the wake.
iii. Other processes contributing to wake dispersion and deformation. In particular, the impact
of wind shear in reducing the smallest dimensions of the wake to a size when molecular
diffusion becomes important should be considered (Prather and Jaffee, 1990).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a Langrangian box model to study time development of trace species in
the wake regime of an aircraft plume. This model has been used in preliminary calculations
in order to assess the amount of conversion of NOx to HNO3. Our calculations corroborate
the CIAP results of the mid-70's (Gelinas and Walton, 1974; Hoshizaki et at., 1975) i.e., that
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thereis very little conversionof NOx to HNO3if only gas-phasechemistryis assumedto occur.
Substantialconversioncouldoccur,however,if heterogeneouschemistrytakesplaceoncontrails
which could provide largeenhancementin availablesurfacesfor heterogeneousreactions. In
particular,heterogeneousconversionof NO2to NO3couldacceleratetheNO,(toHNO3conversion
by heterogeneousreactions.Heterogeneouschemistry,particularlyreactions(2) and(4), provide
anaddition_sourceof HO,,andleadtoenhancedconcentrations0f OH in thewake.
We stressthat thesecalculationspresentedhereareof an illustrativenature.Thedurationof
heterogeneouschemistryhasbeenexaggerated,sincewe donotexpectcontrailsto persistfor one
hour.There are also varying degrees of uncertainty in the rates of the heterogeneous reactions (2) -
(4), depending on the composition of the reacting surface. The heterogeneous conversion of NO2
to HNO3 has not been experimentally established. : ...... '
We have also extended our calculations to a time-period of two days, and investigated the sen-
sitivity of our results to different assumptions about scale-dependent dispersion. Our calculations
indicate that a chemically-perturbed environment could persist for two days after passage of the
aircraft. In particular, concentrations of radiativeIy important species such as ozone and water
could be reduced by about 20% and enhanced by factors of 4-70 respectively during this period of
time.
The above results motivated an examination of the radiative balance in aircraft wakes. Enhance-
ments in water and reductions in ozone yield differential cooling rates relative to the background
which could be as large as 10 K/day. Calculated downward vertical velocities range from 0.2 to 1
km/day, depending on the altitude of wake deposition and the assumed water concentration. The
net vertical displacement of the wake will be a sensitive function of the rate of dispersion of the
wake.
We stress that the implications of both our photochemical and radiative results depend crucially
on the adopted rates of dispersion. Information about this parameter is at present practically non-
existent. Furthermore, other processes not directly included in this formation could be equally
important. Prather and Jaffee (1990) examined the dispersion of chemically-perturbed polar air
masses due to random shear in a turbulent field. This model actually predicts a decrease with
time in the smallest dimension of the air mass, leading to an elongated "ribbon" which probably
wraps around itself. When the smallest dimension of this ribbon reaches values of tens of meters,
molecular diffusion becomes important, and the perturbed air mass mixes with the background in
a matter of hours.
The above picture presents an alternative and probably more realistic view of wake dispersion.
The "volume" of the wake corresponding to equation (1) could be considered to be that containing
all of the "ribbon" wrapped around itself. At the same time, this model allows for patchiness
inside the wake, and thus dispenses with the assuption of a Gaussian profile. This wake patchiness
could presumably alter the photochemical calculations. Modeling of this kind of process requires
a different approach from the one utilized in this and previous studies, and could lead to faster time
constants than assumed here. Still, it must be noted that the rate of random strain by a turbulent
stratospheric wind field is still an unknown parameter; estimated time constants range from 1 - 10
days (Prather and Jaffee, 1990)_ _ ....
Our calculations point to areas which deserve further study. These include:
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wa. Are contrails formed in the wake regime, and what is the expected lifetime?
b. Do the enhanced concentrations of HNO3 increase the probability of forming nitric acid
tri-hydrate contrails?
c. If Contrails are formed, how big are the particles, and could their subsidence contribute to
a redistribution of HNO3 and water?
d. What are the entrainement rates in the lower stratosphere, and how would they compete
with heterogeneous chemistry and contrail formation?
e. What are the roles of random strain and molecular diffusion in the final mixing of aircraft
wakes, and what are the time constants for these processes?
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Table 1: Adopted Initial Conditions
Species
NO + NO2
HNO_
N205
O3
Initial condition
(mixing ratio)
4.48 x 10 .7
2.80 x 10-8
2.20 x 10 10
2.91 x 10 .6
Background atm.
1.55 x 10 -9
4.75 x 10-9
2.60 x 10 -10
2.91 x 10 -6
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Table 2: Cases Considered
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
H20
4.3 ppmv (backgd.)
3x10-4
3x10-4
4.3 ppmv
4.3 ppmv
Heterogeneous
chemistry
No
No
On sulfate aerosols
with "Antarctic"
rates
On contrails- (11_
particles; 10 3 cm-3 ;
"Antarctic" rates
4.3 ppmv
As in Case 4, with
heterogeneous
conversion of NO2 to
NO3 on sulfate
aerosols.
As in Case 5, but
conversion on
contrails.
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Table 3: Photochemical Repartitioning of Nitrogel
Species (after 1 hour) *
Case NOx(chem.+ ent.)
NOx(ent.)
HNO3(chem.+ ent.)
HNO3(ent.)
1 1.03 0.96
2 1.03 0.96
3 1.03 0.96
4 0.78 1.33
5 0.67 1.49
0.196 2.20
Ea
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mTable 4: Comparison of Trace Species in Wake to Backgrou
Concentrations (after 1 hour)
Case OH
OH(bckgd.)
0.52
HNO 3
HNO3(bckgd,)
1.00
2 0.63 1.00
3 0.65 1.07
4 2.83 1.39
2.84
0.80
5
6
1.56
2.30
NOx
NOx(bckgd.}
2.61
03
O3(bckgd.)
0.998
2.6O 0.999
2.60 0.999
1.96 0.998
1.69
0.47
0.998
0.997
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Figure 1" Calculated concentrations of HN03 during the first hour,
for cases 4 (solid line), 5 (dotted line), and 6 (dashed
line). See text for details
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Figure 2: Same as Figure 1, except for NOx.
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Figure 4. Calculated entrainment time constant _: (see equation 7) for the
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Same as Figure 5, except for calculated NOx m
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 5, except for calculated water•
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Figures 12. Same as Figure 9, except for day 300.
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 9, except that the vertical thickness of the
plume is taken to be only 500 m.
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 13, except for day 120.
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Figure 15. Same as Figure 13, except for day 210.
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Figure 17. Same as Figure 13, except that the water is enhanced only by a
factor of 10.
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Chapter 4
Laboratory Studies of Stratospheric Heterogeneous Chemistry
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this aspect of our program is to evaluate the role of heterogeneous chemistry
relating to the potential atmospheric effects of emissions from a fleet of supersonic aircraft flying in
the stratosphere. Research needs in this area are motivated by a relative lack of knowledge of
chemistry on or in aerosol particles compared to that of the homogeneous gas phase. Significant
advances in our understanding of heterogeneous chemical mechanisms are required for quantitative
prediction of stratospheric chemistry with or without added aircraft emissions.
The importance of heterogeneous chemical reactions on stratospheric aerosol surfaces was
originally demonstrated by measurements and models of chemical constituents in the 1987
Antarctic spring (Brune et al., 1989; Fahey et al., 1989; Solomon, 1988; Salawitch et al., 1988).
Subsequent arctic winter observations of CIO (Brune, 1989), NOy (Fahey, 1989) and polar
stratospheric clouds (Hofmann et al., 1989b) reinforced the theory that heterogeneous reactions on
PSCs are responsible for both denitrification and chlorine activation which are necessary
precursors for the large ozone depletions observed in the Antarctic polar stratosphere.
More recent analysis of Arctic data, directly correlating aerosol appearance and perturbation of
(radical) chemical partitioning (Kawa et al., 1991 a, 1991b), serves to highlight the complexity of
the complete gas/aerosol system. Those studies have focused on discrepancies between Arctic and
Antarctic aerosol observations and the H20/HNO3 phase diagram (Hanson and Mauersberger,
1988a) that is believed to control aerosol appearance. These observations of apparent chemical
perturbation via aerosols have been supported by a growing collection of laboratory data which
have shown that heterogeneous processes are more rapid than previously believed and that
chemical conversions on cold aqueous surfaces can result in gaseous products (Molina et al., 1987;
Tolbert et al., 1987, 1988a, 1988b; Quinlan et al., 1990; Reils et al., 1990; Worsnop et al., 1988;
Watson et al., 1990; Van Doren et al., 1990, 1991; Leu, 1988a, 1988b; Moore et al., 1990;
Mozurkewich and Calvert, 1988). These data, coupled with the field measurements in the Arctic
and Antarctic, provide a qualitative picture of the role of heterogeneous chemistry in the polar
stratosphere.
Through the following reactions occurring on PSCs
HCI(g) + H20(s) --> HCI(s) R1
HNO3(g) + H20(s) --> HNO3(s) R2
N205(g) + H20(s) --> 2HNO3(s) R3
C1NO3(g) + H20(s) --> HNO3(s) + HOCI(g) R4
CINO3(g) + HCI(s) --> HNO3(s) + C12(g) R5
N2Os(g) + HCI(s) --> HNO3(s) + C1NO2(g) R6
the chlorine reservoir species CINO3 and HC1 are converted to gas phase products which photolyze
to eventually form ozone-reactive C10. Denitrification of the stratosphere also occurs from the
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conversionof C1NO3andN205 (andcondensationof gaseousHNO3)to HNO3(s)whichimpedes
theformationof CINO3, thereby maintaining high Ievels of CIO.
A key question is the formation and chemical composition of the aerosol particles referred to as
(s) in RI-Rr. It was the presence of PSCs that correlated with the spring ozone depletion over
Antarctica. At the coldest temperatures observed there (185 K), PSCs clearly are composed of ice
particles, probably containing significant amounts of HNO3. At least some of these are large
enough to precipitate, contributing to extreme denitrification and dehydration of the Antarctic
stratosphere. Enhanced aerosol densities were also observed at higher temperatures, above the
frost point of ice (McCormick et al., 1982). These were predicted to be composed of nitric acid
trihydrate _,NAT) solid solutions (Toon et al., 1986). Comparison of stratospheric mixing ratios of
HNO3 and H20 with laboratory measurements of temperature dependent partial vapor pressures
above H20/HNO3 mixtures were consistent with this (Hanson and Mauersberger, 1988a, 1988b).
The results presented in this report have confirmed and extended the Hanson and Mauersberger
(1988a, 1988b) results. In addition to reproducing their equilibrium vapor pressure diagram for
NAT, our results have resolved non-equilibrium effects relating to slow diffusion within the
condensed solid phase and to supersaturation of gas phase HNO3 with respect to NAT nucleation.
In the stratosphere, slow solid diffusion may result in non-homogeneous NAT/ice particles,
especially in air parcels that cycle through cooling and warming.events (Wofsy et al., 1990). As
mentioned above, HNO3 supersaturation can explain discrepancies between Arctic observation of
aerosols as predicted by the equilibrium NAT phase diagram (Kawa et al., 1991 b).
Over the past few years, these field and laboratory observations have spurred attempts to
model the potential role of heterogeneous chemistry on a global scale in the stratosphere. Hofmann
and Solomon (1989) estimated that the influx of sulfate aerosol into the stratosphere from the E1
Chichon volcanic eruption in 1983 may explain reduced NO2 and 03 levels observed in the
northern hemisphere in the subsequent two years. Others have modeled potentially significant
effects on global ozone levels by extrapolating simple parameterizations of (polar) heterogeneous
chemistry to mid-latitudes (Rodriguez et al., 1988; Isaksen, 1989). At the same time, the diversity
of in situ chemical and aerosol observations both in general and especially during the arctic winter
have served to emphasize the complexity of the phenomena.
The problem with these modeling attempts is that they rely on rather crude parameterizations of
heterogeneous reaction rate parameters based on the limited laboratory data available for reactions
R1-Rr. For example, Hofmann and Solomon (1988) and Isaksen (1989) used values from
previous work in our laboratory for N205 reaction (R3) and reactivity coefficient data of Tolbert et
al. (1988b) for C1NO3 with and without HC1 (R4 and R5) on sulfuric acid surfaces. Rodriguez et
al. (1988) parameterized the effective reaction rates for R1 and R6 in terms of the equivalent gas
phase reaction rate necessary to explain the high C10 levels observed in the Antarctic spring and
then scaled those rates to the global stratosphere by scaling according to the total aerosol surface
area.
Such parameterizations ignore both the diversity of the aerosol conditions in the stratosphere
and the details of the experiments that measured the heterogeneous rates. Each experiment
measures an effective heterogeneous rate that can depend on parameters such as trace gas density,
gas-surface exposure time, and method of surface preparation. In our laboratory kinetic
measurements we have shown that experimental rate determinations are often only a measure of
gas solubility in the condensed phase. Likewise, our new vapor pressure measurements indicate
that surface composition can deviate significantly from the interior solid, depending on gas/surface
interactions (Worsnop et al., 1992). For reactive processes such as R5-R6, detailed knowledge of
the chemical mechanism is needed to quantitatively relate laboratory kinetic data to atmospheric
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conditions. Furthermore, that modeling must take into account the distribution of aerosol density
and composition that will in general be variable in H20, HNO3 and H2SO4.
This need for more sophisticated treatment of both the atmospheric surfaces and the
heterogeneous chemical kinetics is the backdrop on which potential heterogenous pertur' fions due
to stratospheric aircraft need to be considered.
PERTURBATIONS FROM AmCRAFT EMISSIONS
The HSRP program is indeed focusing much of its effort on development of stratospheric
modeling programs, since the effect of aircraft emissions can only be predicted via model
simulation. Clearly the first step involves improving the capability of modeling the present
stratosphere. Along those lines, appropriate inclusion of heterogeneous chemistry is a major issue
for model development. In fact, this has been demonstrated in a new calculation by the group at
AER (Weinsenstein, et al., 1991), which has included reaction R3 for N205 on global background
H2SO4 aerosol. Using reaction rates for R3 measured in our laboratory (Van Doren et al., 1991)
and others (Mozurkowich and Calvert, 1988), they predict that R3 shifts partitioning of NOx to
HNO3, which in turn shifts Clx/NOx chemistry leading to 03 depletion by Clx. This calculation
actually predicts that NOx emission from HSCT aircraft would increase 03 by partially neutralizing
the Clx destruction cycle. At this point, such a calculation re-emphasizes the need to treat
stratospheric heterogeneous chemistry as completely as possible.
The impact of emissions from stratospheric aircraft must be considered at local and global
levels. The aircraft fleet is projected to fly at altitudes between 18 and 23 km. This corresponds to
the lower stratosphere, extending down to the top of the tropopause and overlapping the natural
sulfate aerosol layer. The local temperature and trace gas profiles of aircraft plumes can be
expected to have spatial and temporal scales of hundreds of meters and hours. Emission of high
(relative to background stratospheric levels) densities of H20, NOx, SO2, and condensation nuclei
can be expected to significantly perturb aerosol density and composition within these plumes.
These plumes are expected to mix on a timescale of days, giving a "zonal average" in aircraft flight
corridors. Obviously on a longer timescale there is dispersion throughout the stratosphere as well
as mixing down into the top of the troposphere.
Quantitative modeling of perturbed stratospheric prof'des requires detailed coupling of both
homogeneous and heterogeneous chemistry with transport models, which is the overall goal of the
HSRP program. In this context, the plume mixing scenario represents an extension of the range
of gas and temperature conditions that need to be investigated. In fact, the higher temperatures and
trace gas densities associated with the aircraft plumes are somewhat easier to study in the
laboratory than those of the unperturbed stratosphere. This may be particularly true for
heterogeneous interactions of NOx and SO2 with aerosols
OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
In separate collaborations with Boston College and Harvard University, Aerodyne Research
has developed laboratory projects for measuring heterogeneous kinetic and thermodynamic
parameters. Together with the group of Professor Paul Davidovits of Boston College, a technique
based on coupling a fast-moving train of liquid droplets with a gas flow tube has successfully
measured a number of gas/surface accommodation/reaction processes of tropospheric and
stratospheric interest. Together with the group of Professor Steven Wofsy of Harvard an
apparatus consisting of a cooled infrared absorption cell has been used for the determination of
H
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vaporpressuresof solid solutions. Both of these projects provide state-of-the-art experimental
approaches to the difficult problems associated with studying heterogeneous processes.
At the same time, this collaborative approach provides a unusually broad perspective on the
issues involved. Although the two experimental projects have been programmatically separate,
they complement and synergistically interact on personnel, technical and scientific levels. The
collaboration of Aerodyne staff members, Professors Davidovits and Wofsy, and students and
postdoctoral associates from the academic groups has brought together a unique combination of
physical and atmospheric scientists. On a technical level, the two projects utilize the same diode
laser techniques for trace gas detection as well as bringing_ together different perspectives on the
practical problems associated with preparing well-defined surfaces in the laboratory. Scientifically
the issues of aerosol composition and chemistry obviously are deeply intertwined.
HETEROGENEOUS KINETIC STUDIES
Introduction
Because of the small surface area and cold temperature of stratospheric aerosols, it was
believed until recently that the likelihood of significant stratospheric heterogeneous chemistry was
very small. Field measurements correlating Antarctic ozone depletion with PSCs and surprisingly
large heterogenous rates measured in the laboratory have changed that view. However, a much
more detailed understanding of the underlying chemical mechanisms is required before these
results can be quantitatively applied to heterogeneous processes in the global stratosphere, with or
without added perturbation from aircraft emissions. Below we discuss the issues involved in
improving that understanding,
The rate of uptake of gas into a condensed phase can be expressed as a pseudo first order rate
by the expression
k_¥_A (1)
4
where cis the molecular velocity (cm s-l) and A is the aerosol surface area density (cm2 cm-3).
The parameter _, often referred to as the "sticking coefficient", is the probability of gas uptake into
a surface upon collision with the surface. More precisely, in the case of direct accommodation, as
for HC1 and HNO3 in R1 and R2, yis the mass accommodation coefficient; for uptake involving
reaction, as for N205 and C1NO3 in R3 and R4, y is the reactivity coefficient.
Analysis of most laboratory data and its application to amaospheric modeling has been solely in
terms of Eq. (1). Experimental uptake measurements are simply compared to the surface collision
rate to extract a value of y. This over-simplified interpretation ignores the fact that, even for simple
accommodation processes such R1 and R2, experimentally observed gas uptake measurements in
general involve a combination of processes. In particular, one must always evaluate the degree of
saturation of the surface. In the case of bimolecular processes such as R5 and R6, the dependence
of heterogeneous rates on gas concentration is obviously important, especially when laboratory
densities are much higher than in the atmosphere.
Equation (1) does provide a simple framework to evaluate the potential role for heterogeneous
processes. Under t)qgical stratospheric conditions the surface area, A, peaks at about I0-8 cm2
cm-3 between 15 and 20 km altitude, decreasing to about 10 -9 at 30 km (Turco et al., 1981). Thus,
even in the limit of "/= 1, the maximum heterogeneous rate is on the order of I0 -4 s -1. In other
words, heterogenous processes in the stratosphere can be significant only for gaseous species with
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long reactive lifetimes. Until recently it was generally believed that y would be small at
stratospheric temperatures, making heterogeneous kinetics unimportant.
The polar field observations and various laboratory results have changed that view. The
correlation between ozone depletion and the presence of PSC's combined with laboratory
measurements of y > 0.01 even for bimolecular heterogeneous reactions such as R5 and R6 now
indicate that heterogeneous processes can indeed be significant, at least under polar conditions.
More generally, results from our laboratory have shown that direct mass accommodation for
molecules such as HC1 and HNO3 on aqueous surfaces (R1 and R2) is efficient (Watson et al.,
1990). The accommodation probability for a number of molecules has a negative temperature
dependence so that Y approaches unity at stratospheric temperatures. This extrapolation is
consistent with results for H20, HNO3 and HCI accommodation on cold (200 K) ice and NAT
surfaces which give lower limits on y approaching unity within experimental limits (Leu, 1988a;
Moore et al., 1990; Molina et al., 1987; Tolbert et al., 1988; Quinlan et al., 1990).
For such large values of y, the rates of direct accommodation processes such as R1 and R2
become irrelevant. For small aerosol particles under stratospheric conditions, molecular density in
the particles will equilibrate with the gas density on thnescales much shorter than a second. Thus,
for both atmospheric and laboratory conditions the important parameter is the gas solubility in the
condensed phase.
A case in point is the uptake of HC1 into aqueous sulfuric acid solution measured as a function
of H2SO4 mole fraction. The decrease in observed HC1 uptake with increasing H2SO4 mole
fraction may be modeled by the equation
cx (2)
_g Et-D--]1/21 + 4 H* RT
The key parameters are the effective HC1 Henry's law coefficient H* (which depends on the
dissociation of HCl(aq) into H+ and C1-), the liquid diffusion coefficient D, the gas/liquid exposure
time (2 x 10-3 s in our experiment), and the true mass accommodation coefficient tx. The data can
be quantitatively modeled using bulk solution parameters, consistent with uptake limited by
time-dependent, diffusion-limited saturation of the liquid surface. This mechanism is also
consistent with data of Reihs et al. (1990). Applying this analysis to their HCI uptake data, one
can extract a value of H*(D)-I/2 for HC1 in 65 wt% H2SO4 solution at 205 K. The key question
there is the physical state of the aqueous H2SO4 surface, which determines the value of D.
Depending on whether the surface is frozen or not, the value of H* for HCI is 30 to 104 times
larger at 205 K than at 283 K.
The values of H* and D for HC1 are also critical to evaluating the rates of the bimolecular
reactions R5 and R6. In analogy with Eq. (2), one can derive an expression for 7 that compares
the rates of condensed phase reaction and re-evaporation due to saturation. In the limit of reaction
rate limited uptake,
4 H R RT (DkR H*RT[HCI(g)])1/2 (3)7R =
where HR is the Henry's law solubility of reactant R and kR is the bimolecular rate constant for
condensed phase reaction of HCI with reactant R.
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The heterogeneous rates reported for reactions such as R5 and R6 (y > 0.0t) need to be
compared to Eq. (3). Again a key parameter is the diffusion coefficient for HCI(s). Originally D
for HCI in ice was reported to be unusually large, -10-5 cm2 s-1 (Molina, 1987), which indicated
that reactions R5 and R6 could access all HCI(s) dissolved in aerosol particles. However, in a
separate study it was pointed out that HC1 in single crystals of ice actually is slow, though HC1 is
readily adsorbed and transported along grain boundaries (Wolff et al., 1989). Using a typical
value of D = 10 -11 cm2 s-I in solid solution, assuming H*(HC1) = 1010 M atm-1, and assuming
diffusion limited kR of 104 M -1 s-1, for [HCI(g)] = 109 cm-3, we obtain
7 = HR x 10-6
This estimation is based on upper limits for the bulk phase parameters. For example, recent
measurements indicate that the actual equilibrium solubility of HC1 in ice may be significantly
smaller (Hanson and Mauersberger, 1989). While little is known about the values of HR for
species such as C1NO3 and N205, it is hard to reconcile the large observed rates for R5 and R6
(y > 0.0 I). It is also significant that these rates appear to be more or less independent of the
condensed surface, whether ice, NAT or aqueous H2SO4. This, combined with the fact that R5
and R6 rates are comparable to those for R3 and R4 reactions with H20(s) that is in huge excess,
points toward a surprisingly efficient surface reaction.
Evaluation of surface reaction rates requires knowledge of surface concentrations of adsorbed
reactant molecules. Turco et al. (1989) have discussed the thermodynamics of so-called adsorption
isotherms and estimated that surface binding energies on the order of 10 to 20 kcal mol-1 are
required to give significant surface densities. In their analysis, they implicitly concluded that the
reported efficiencies for reactions R3 to R6 were consistent with such surface densities. The rate
of reaction of two adsorbed species such as HC1 and C1NO3 also is dependent on their mobility on
the surface, which is related to the entropy change associated with the adsorption isotherm. It
should be noted that in general the rate of such a bimolecular surface reaction is proportional to the
product of the molecular surface densities, each of which is in general proportional to the
respective gas densities. However, in the limit of high (e.g. laboratory) gas densities it is easy to
saturate surface densities and observe heterogeneous rates that are independent of gas density.
This mechanism of surface adsorption is consistent with results from our laboratory for mass
accommodation on aqueous surfaces. For the series of molecules H202, HNO3, HC1 and N205, a
negative temperature dependence was observed that was consistent with surface binding energies
of at least 5 to 10 kcal mol 'i (Worsnop et al., 1989; Van Doren et al., 1990). In the case of SO2,
the density of the surface state was directly measured, again consistent with a surface binding
energy on the order of 10 kcal mol-1 (Jayne et al., 1990). These results were interpreted in terms
of general accommodation mechanism involving initial adsorption on the liquid surface. The
rate-limiting step for accommodation into the liquid was then the rate of solvation of the
surface-bound molecule. The actual accommodation coefficient then reflected the competition
between solvation and re-evaporation of the surface state.
These measurements need to be extended to lower temperatures for the chemical species and
surfaces relevant to R 1 - R6 in the stratosphere. If indeed heterogeneous chemistry occurs via
surface adsorption, the surface densities will be observable using the experimental techniques
developed in our laboratory. The key capability is the millisecond resolution for gas/liquid
exposure times. This permits the resolution of the initial adsorption from the equilibration of
adsorption on longer timescales.
In this report we present experimental data on the uptake of HC1 on cold sulfuric acid droplets.
Understanding the uptake, coefficients in terms of the solubility of HC1 is the first step in probing
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surface reactivity of gas phase species on stratospheric sulfate aerosols reased by adsorption on
aerosols.
Experimental Measurements of HCI Uptake On Sulfuric Acid
roplets
We have measured the uptake of gas phase HC1 by droplets of sulfuric acid as a function of
droplet temperature and concentration. A fast-moving (-3500 cm/s) train of concentrated sulfuric
acid droplets (40, 50, and 70 wt%) is formed by passing pressurized acid through a 70 gm orifice
in a thin platinum disk that is mechanically vibrated using a piezoelectric ceramic. The droplet
surface area is varied by switching the droplet-frequericy which changes the diameter and spacing
of the droplets (droplet diameter = 160 l.tm). The droplet train travels coaxiaUy down a 30 cm
long, 1.5 cm ID glass flow tube in which helium is used as the carrier gas. HC1 mixed with
helium is introduced using one of three Teflon loop injectors positioned downstream of the orifice.
The contact distances of HC1 with the droplet stream are 5.5, 16.0, and 29.5 cm which, for a
droplet velocity of 3500 cm/s, correspond to droplet-HC1 exposure times of 1.6 - 8.4 ms. A White
cell connected to the downstream end of the flow tube allows for tunable diode laser infrared
absorption measurements of the HCI concentration as a function of the total surface area of the
stream exposed to HCI.
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The acid is cooled to temperatures in the range 230 - 260 K using a refrigeration bath and a
circulation pump. A thermocouple placed just above the nozzle is used to monitor the liquid
temperature. Tunable diode laser infrared absorption measurements of the ambient water vapor in
the flow tube are used to determine droplet temperatures and thereby calibrate the nozzle
thermocouple.
In cases where the physical solubility of a gas in a liquid is limited, the slope of a plot of the
inverse of the uptake coefficient (7) versus the square-root of the gas-droplet contact time yields the
Henry's law solubility constant and the intercept gives the gas-liquid mass accommodation
coefficient. In Figure 4.2, y-i is plotted against d/2 for HC1 on 50 wt% H2SO4 at four
temperatures. Note that the slopes of the lines decrease as the temperature decreases, reflecting the
increased solubility of a gas in a liquid at lower temperatures (slope _ H-l, where H is the
Henry's law constant). In addition, y(0) increases as the droplet temperature decreases, in
agreement with our model for mass accommodation on aqueous surfaces [Watson et al., 1990]
which predicts that the mass accommodation coefficient (_) increases as the surface temperature of
the liquid decreases (we believe that the 251 K experiment is consistent with the other data within
experimental error). In Figure 4.3, the logarithm of the effective Henry's Law constant, H* (H* =
H(1 +Ka/[H+]), where Ka is the HC1 dissociation constant) is plotted against T-1. Note that the
data point at 283 K represented by the open square was obtained from an earlier set of experiments
[Watson et al., 199011 In Figure 4.4, a plot of log(o_/(l-c_)) vs. T-1 is presented using data for
HCI uptake by 40 and 50 wt% sulfuric acid as well as data for HC1 uptake by water.
Experiments on HC1 uptake by 40 wt% H2SO4 droplets reveal that y is independent of HCl-
droplet contact time (Figure 4.5). This is in contrast to the HC1 uptake data at 50 wt% (Figure 4.2)
which vary markedly with contact time. This behavior is consistent with earlier experiments at 283
K where it was determined that HC1 solubility in sulfuric acid is limited by the rate of the acid
dissociation reaction HCl(aq) -> H+(aq) + Cl-(aq). The more concentrated the acid solution, the
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less significant this reaction becomes. The flatness of the lines in Figure 4.5 indicates that the
Henry's law constants for 40 wt% H2SO4 are too large to be determined from our data. In
experiments on 70 wt% H2SO4 droplets at 238 K, on the other hand, no HC1 uptake was
detectable. Additional experiments are underway to complete the experimental matrix of
temperature, wt% H2SO4, and contact time. These data will lead to the best values for the
solubility of HC1 in H2SO4 under stratospherically relevant conditions.
STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL THERMODYNAMICS
Introduction
Aerosols in the stratosphere are typically composed of aqueous H2SO4 particles whose
composition depends on the local temperature and water vapor pressures. This behavior is
summarized in the phase diagram shown in Figure 4.6, which plots water vapor pressure versus
temperature. The contour lines correspond to water vapor pressure curves of aqueous H2SO4
solutions (labeled by their H2SO4 c0mposifion in wt %). The vertical scale on the right shows the
corresponding altitude assuming a constant 5 ppm water vapor mixing ratio typical of stratospheric
conditions, giving H2SO4 solutions in the 60 to 80 wt % range at temperatures of 205 to 225K.
These aerosol particles are typically < 0.1 mm in diameter and believed to be in a supercooled
liquid state. Total aerosol surface area peaks at about 10-9 cm2 cm-3 in the 15-20 km altitude
range, forming the Junge aerosol layer. This general picture has been quantitatively confirmed by
extensive balloon measurements (Hofmann and Rosen, 1983, i 984), particularly after the E 1
Chichon volcanic eruption which significantly enhanced aerosol densities (Hofmann, 1987).
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Figure 4.6. Phase Diagram for H20 Vapor Pressure Versus T. Contour lines for Aqueous H2SO4
Solution (H2SO4 Concentration in Weight %).
Until recently it was believed that the only major exception to this behavior occurred near the
poles where low temperatures in the winter led to the formation of PSCs containing ice particles
(Stormer, 1929). One simply moved across the phase diagram to the circled x on the lower left of
Figure 3.1. It was believed that as winter temperatures at high latitudes approached the frost point,
PSCs grew by accretion of H20 on the background H2SO4 nuclei (Steele et al., 1983).
With the observation of large springtime ozone depletions over Antarctica, however, detailed
analysis of observations from the SAM II instrument on Nimbus 7 (McCormick et al., 1982)
provided evidence of significant aerosol enhancement at temperatures above the water frost point.
Toon et al. (1986) suggested that HNO3 might be a major component of these PSCs, and that
significant quantifies of HC1 might be incorporated as well. This led to attempts to construct phase
diagrams for equilibria of H20, HNO3 and HC1 for stratospheric conditions (Wofsy et al., 1988;
McElroy et al., 1986).
In the case of the binary H20/HNO3 system, these phase diagrams have been well reproduced
by laboratory vapor pressure measurements originally reported by Hanson and Mauersberger
(1988a, 1988b) and now confirmed in our laboratory (Worsnop et aI., 1992). The experimentally
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measured phase diagram is shown in Figure 4.7. The lines increasing diagonally to the left
represent NAT vapor pressures obeying the relation
PH2 O3 PHNO3 = KT
The dashed lines represent previous measurements of Hanson and Mauersberger (1988a) while the
points and solid lines are from our laboratory. The bolder diagonal lines increasing to the right
show vapor pressures measured over samples of coexisting phases as labeled. The agreement
between measurements from the two laboratories is excellent.
The X in the center of Figure 4.7 corresponds to typical background HNO3 and H20 levels
seen over Antarctica during field missions in August, 1987 (Fahey et al., 1989). That point
intersects and NAT curve at 196 K, 6 K warmer than the 190 K frost point for ice found on the
NAT/ice coexistence curve directly below it. Measurement of reduced stratospheric NOy densities
in those 1987 field missions were indeed consistent with NAT condensation at higher temperatures
relative to ice as predicted by the phase diagram in Figure 4.7. In fact, the boundary of the
perturbed
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Figure 4.7. Phase Diagram for HNO3 and H20 Partial Pressure as a Function of T for
HNO3/H20 Condensates. Points from Worsnop et al (1992); dashed lines from Hanson and
Mauersberger (1988b).
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a chemical region within the Antarctic vortex could by delineated by the NAT condensation
conditions predicted by that phase diagram (Fahey et al., 1989).
In contrast, detailed analysis of Arctic field observations in the stratosphere indicates there is a
discrepancy between NAT phase diagram predictions and aerosol formation (Kawa et al., 1991a,
1991b). Apparently aerosol free air is observed with HNO3 vapor densities up to factor of 10
higher than allowed by the NAT equilibrium relation (KT). The authors hypothesize that this may
reflect the degree of HNO3 super saturation required to nucleate NAT on H2SO4 aerosol particles.
The apparent difference in temperature threshold for aerosol formation between the arctic and
Antarctic can be explained by differences in temperature history of the sampled air particles, with
those observed in the Antarctic spring having been colder for longer periods of time. A related
question is whether the physical state of the background H2SO4 aerosol plays a role. Under colder
conditions, that aerosol may freeze, providing potentially better NAT nucleation sites relative to
super-cooled liquid droplets (Dye et al., 1991).
Our laboratory results support this supersaturation effect. The experimental method and these
results are discussed in the following sections.
Experimental Apparatus for Thermodynamic Measurements
Our method for measuring vapor pressures in equilibrium with solid solutions of HNO3, HC1,
H20 and H2SO4 is based on infrared absorption using a tunable diode laser and a cryogenic
temperature multiple-pass absorption cell. The apparatus shown in Figure 4.8 consists of a 4-inch
diameter, high-vacuum, pyrex inner chamber which contains the multipass-cell mirrors. The solid
sample is deposited at the bottom of the chamber on a cold spot which is -6 mm in diameter.
Cryogenic temperatures in the range 180 to 250 K are obtained by passing a regulated nitrogen
gas flow through a heat exchanger immersed in a liquid nitrogen reservoir. This flow is then
directed through a diffuser frit on the bottom of the surrounding stainless steel chamber. A heater
on the diffuser frit regulates the temperature of a copper button which is epoxied onto the bottom of
the pyrex inner chamber. A copper shield with a separate heater/sensor assembly is used to
maintain the walls of the inner chamber and the mirrors at a temperature greater than the cold spot
on the bottom. The entire assembly is enclosed in an evacuated stainless steel dewar for insulation.
The tunable diode laser infrared absorption system uses a Laser Analytics cold head, current
and temperature control modules. A laboratory microcomputer is used to scan the laser current and
to signal average the detector output to obtain direct absorptions with a sensitivity of 10-5 fractional
absorption. The multipass mirrors in the cryogenic cell are of the off-axis resonator Herriott type
and are set to obtain 40 passes with a base path length of 50 cm for a total pathlength of 2000 cm.
The circular spot pattern is adjusted to minimize the amplitude of interference fringes arising from
spill-over from adjacent spots (McManus and Kebabian, 1990). The gold coated pyrex mirrors are
clamped concentrically to a 18 mm o.d. pyrex tube attached only to the top of the inner chamber.
The clamping hardware is also gold coated so that only gold or pyrex surfaces are exposed to the
gases during the vapor pressure measurements. Absorption line parameters and detection limits for
selected gases are shown in Table 4-I.
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Figure 4.8. Experimental Apparatus for Vapor Pressure Measurements
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Table 4-1 - Absorption Line Parameters and Detection Limits for Fugacity Measurements
7_ :
U_
Line Position
Molecule cm-1
Line Strengtha
cm2 molecule-1 cm-1
Detection Limitb
molecule cm-3
HCI 2821.570 3.1 (-19) 1.0(8)
HBr 2605.77 1.0 (- 19) 2.0(8)
HNO3 1334.453 3.4 (-20) 3.1 (8)
H202 1302.506 2.5 (-20) 5.8(8)
H20 1591.673 1.7 (-21) 1.5(10)
aLine strengths are from AFGL line compilation (Rothman et al., 1987) except for HNO 3
(May and Webster, 1987) and H2SO4 (Majkowski et al., 1978).
bBased on a minimum detectable fractional absorption of AI/Io = 10-5 and a pathlength of
2000 cm.
m
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All the exposed pyrex within the ceils is covered with a hydrophobic C6FI3C2H4Si-(O)3 -
coating, which greatly reduces surface adsorption of H20/HNO3 on the walls. This is critical to
measurements of small trace gas concentrations, where it is important to eliminate wall effects
which can dominate sample vapor pressures. A key aspect of the experimental design is the
capability of independently controlling sample and absorption cell temperatures. Variation of the
latter (controlled by the copper shield in Figure 4.8), while keeping sample temperature constant,
can separate wall effects from sample vapor pressures.
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CURRENT RESULTS AND STRATOSPHERIC IMPLICATIONS
HNO3 supersaturations are observed in our laboratory measurements as seen in Figure 4.7.
For the 213 K data, the points lying directly above the vertical ice line (in lower right hand comex)
correspond to HNO3 supersaturated over ice. We have observed HNO3 supersaturations _>5 that
last 2-3 days over ice. Such observations are at least qualitatively consistent with the Arctic data
discussed above.
In fact, HNO3 supersaturation is repeatedly observed when an NAT free sample surface is
prepared in our experiment. For example, Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show results of water addition to
monohydrate (NAM) surfaces. In both figures the * points along an NAM line (above the
NAM/NAT coexistence line) correspond to starting an experiment with a pure NAM surface.
Adding H20 vapor to the sample cell then increases the H20/HNO3 ratio of the sample surface,
moving vapor pressures into the NAT portion of the phase diagram. In Figure 4.9, at 203 K, after
H20 vapor addition to the cell, HNO3/H20 vapor pressures initially go to a metastable NAMlice
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Figure 4.9. HNO3/H20 Vapor Pressure at 203 K After Water Vapor Addition to NAM Sample
(Labeled with *). Vapor pressures are close to a transient NAM/ice double point after I minute.
Over the next hour (sfiaall-ci/cles) the vapor pressures relax to the NAT equilibrium line. Overnight
(large circles) vapor pressures move toward NAM/NAT double point as the condensed surface
sample equilibriates with the H20/HNO3 ratio in the solid.
double point, found by the extending NAM and ice vapor pressures (dashed lines). Over the next
hour or so the vapor pressures "relax" to the NAT equilibrium curve as an NAT layer is nucleated.
Figure 4.10 shows the result of a similar experiment performed at 213 K. The data points
show HNO3/H20 vapor pressures after successive small additions of H20 vapor. The points fall
along a line of slope 1/2, which is consistent with nitric acid dihydrate (NAD) formation. For the
sample shown in Figure 4.10, further H20 addition led to "relaxation" to the equilibrium NAT line
as in Figure 4.9.
The behavior in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 can be interpreted in terms of the degree of HNO3
supersaturation required for NAT nucleation. In Figure 4.9, the NAM/ice double point_is _
supersaturated by over 100 in HNO3; thus, NAT nucleationbegan On a thne scaie0f rrtnutes. In '_
Figure 4.10, condensation of a NAD surface layer occurred until HNO3 supersaturation of -10 led
to NAT nucleation. In both cases, metastable, transient phases (i.e., NAM/ice and NAD) were
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Figure 4.10. _O3/H20 Vapor Pressure at 213K as a Function of Repeated Water Additions to
NAM Sample (Labeled by *). Vapor pressures fall along a line of slope 1/2, corresponding to a
dihydrate (NAD) phase. Further H20 vapor addition (not shown) led to NAT equilibrium (as in
Figure 3.3), since HNO3 supersaturation (~10) was sufficient to nucleate NAT.
initially condensed on the surface. This behavior is typical of physical systems with significant
free energy barriers to phase nucleation.
- _. ; =
These results can be Summarized i_Sf611dws" ..........
(1) At least under laboratory conditions, non-equilibrium behavior is typically observed for
HNO3/H20 solid mixtures. For example, though not explicitly discussed above, the
data indicates that surface and interior of solid samples are not equilibrated with the
vapor conditions. Equilibration times of days for ~5 mm thick samples correspond to
solid diffusion coefficients on the order of 10-13 cm2 s-1.
(2) Supersaturation factors of-5-10 in HNO3 vapor are required for nucleation of NAT
over ice, NAM and NAD surfaces. This is consistent with Arctic observations of
apparent HNO3 supersaturation. The key question is whether similar behavior is true
for H2SO4 surfaces (liquid or solid) that occur in the stratosphere.
L _
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(3)
(4)
Nitric acid dihydrate (NAD) is unstable with respect to NAT under stratospheric
conditions. We have observed NAD at T = 214 K, but find no evidence that NAD is
stable under stratospheric conditions. This indicates that the NAD crystalline phase
observed via FTIR spectroscopy of thin films (Ritzhempt and Devlin, 1991; Koehler et
ai., 1991) probably does not occur in the stratosphere.
Under stratospheric conditions the equilibrium phase of the HNO3/H20 system is pure
NAT (or NAT/ice mixtures for T _< 190 K), consistent with the thermodynamics
implied by the KT vap0r pressure relation. Based on our observation of slow solid
phase diffusion, we believe earlier reports of "water rich" NAT samples (Hanson and
Mauersberger, 1988b) came from non-equilibrated solid samples.
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RELEVANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TO
STRATOSPHERIC FLIGHT
The overall goal for the HSRP program is to integrate variations in aerosol composition and
distribution with the heterogeneous reaction chemistry represented by R l-R6.
The growing diversity of aerosol observations and apparent complexity of NAT nucleation is
very relevant to the modeling of potential chemical perturbations due to aircraft emissions. Those
emissions are projected to occur in the center of the background sulfate layer. Especially at lower
temperatures at lower altitudes (< 20 km) near the tropopause and at higher latitudes in the winter,
emission of H20 vapor and condensation nuclei could significantly enhance aerosol formation,
since background conditions there are already very close to NAT condensation predictions (Hamill
and Fiocco, 1988). Combined with reports of possible observation of local ozone perturbations
due to dkect interaction with Arctic and Antartic aerosols (Hofmann, 1989; Hofmann et al., 1989;
Fiocco et al., 1989), it is important to quantitatively understand the vapor pressure diagrams for
prediction of aerosol formation and growth.
Finally, it is also important to extend these vapor pressure measurements to trace vapor
pressures over aerosol solutions containing HCI/H20/HNO3/H2SO4. The measurements of
Hanson and Mauersberger (1988c, 1989) of HCI solubility in ice and NAT solutions are indicative
of the difficult nature of these experiments. These measurements are directly relevant to
heterogeneous reactions such as R5-R6. To some extent, at higher temperatures these solubility
measurements can provide important overlap with uptake experirnents described in the previous
section.
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